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For two decades Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data has been used to develop
spatially-explicit forest inventories. Data derived from LiDAR depict three-dimensional forest
canopy structure and are useful for predicting forest attributes such as biomass, stem density, and
species. Such enhanced forest inventories (EFIs) are useful for carbon accounting, forest
management, and wildlife habitat characterization by allowing practitioners to target specific
areas without extensive field work.
Here in New England, LiDAR data covers nearly the entire geographical extent of the
region. However, until now the region’s forest attributes have not been mapped. Developing
regional inventories has traditionally been problematic because most regions – including New
England – are comprised of a patchwork of datasets acquired with various specifications. These
variations in specifications prohibit developing a single set of predictive models for a region. The
purpose of this work is to develop a new set of modeling techniques, allowing for EFIs
consisting of disparate LiDAR datasets.
The work presented in the first chapter improves upon existing LiDAR modeling
techniques by developing a new set of metrics for quantifying LiDAR based on ecological
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principles. These fall into five categories: canopy height, canopy complexity, individual tree
attributes, crowding, and abiotic. These metrics were compared to those traditionally used, and
results indicated that they are a more effective means of modeling forest attributes across
multiple LiDAR datasets.
In the following chapters, artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms were developed to
interpret LiDAR data and make forest predictions. After settling on the optimal algorithm, we
incorporated satellite spectral, disturbance, and climate data. Our results indicated that this
approach dramatically outperformed the traditional modeling techniques. We then applied the AI
model to the region’s LiDAR, developing 10 m resolution wall-to-wall forest inventory maps of
fourteen forest attributes. We assessed error using U.S. federal inventory data, and determined
that our EFIs did not differ significantly in 33, 25, and 30/38 counties when predicting biomass,
percent conifer, and stem density.
We were ultimately able to develop the region’s most complete and detailed forest
inventories. This will allow practitioners to assess forest characteristics without the cost and
effort associated with extensive field-inventories.
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CHAPTER 1
ECOLOGICALLY-BASED METRICS FOR ASSESSING STRUCTURE IN
DEVELOPING AREA-BASED, ENHANCED FOREST INVENTORIES FROM LiDAR
1.1.Introduction
For nearly two decades, foresters and ecologists have used Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) data to improve the accuracy and scope of forest inventories (Naesset 1997). Point cloud
data sets derived from LiDAR depict three-dimensional forest canopy structure and can provide
metrics useful for predicting forest attributes such as aboveground biomass, stem density, tree
heights, species composition, stem volume, and stem diameter (Means et al. 2000, Jensen et al.
2006, Lim and Treitz 2004). Such enhanced forest inventories (EFIs) have proven useful for
carbon accounting (Patenaude et al. 2004, Hudak et al. 2012) and forest management by allowing
practitioners to target specific areas without extensive field work (Woods et al. 2011), as well as
for wildlife study and management through improved habitat characterization (Wulder et al. 2008,
García-Feced et al. 2011).
The typical methodology for developing an EFI from LiDAR data is referred to as the area
based approach (White et al. 2013), which proceeds by constructing a series of regression models
relating desired field-based measurements (such as biomass) to metrics of the LiDAR point cloud
representing the same area. The models can then be applied to new locations to predict the desired
forest attribute from the point cloud metrics in discrete, rasterized grid cells. Thus, landscape-level
gridded maps of commonly measured forest inventory attributes can be generated wherever
LiDAR data are available.
Common means of measuring LiDAR point clouds involve generating a series of statistics
describing the height and distribution of points within each grid cell (Means et al. 2000, Jensen et
1

al. 2006, McGaughey 2009). These height metrics typically consist of point height summary
statistics, along with the heights of every 10th percentile of the vertical distribution of points
(McGaughey 2009, Silva et al. 2015). While powerful predictors, they are highly correlated with
one another, and one risks model overfitting without careful model selection (Junttila et al. 2015,
Næsset et al. 2005). Distribution metrics are also calculated by vertically stratifying the point cloud
and determining the proportion of points within or above certain thresholds. As with the height
metrics, these metrics are highly correlated with one another (Junttila et al. 2015).
Unfortunately, because these traditional metrics (TMs) are all dependent on the vertical
locations of points, LiDAR metrics can be inconsistent between acquisitions. Although LiDAR of
various acquisition specifications (such as pulse density) have been used to generate area based
models, those models cannot necessarily be used to predict forest attributes on new point clouds
with properties different than those for which the models were originally trained. Many studies
have investigated the effect of pulse density on model performance, but few have tested the ability
of a model trained on a point cloud of one density to make predictions on a point cloud obtained
at another density. Gobakken and Næsset (2008) noted that the area based approach was strongly
affected by pulse density, while Hansen et al. (2015) noted that estimates derived from the area
based approach could be subject to positive or negative bias if predictions were made on point
clouds with pulse densities different than those used in model training. Differences in seasonality
can also strongly influence TMs (Næsset 2005, White et al. 2015, Villikka et al. 2012). In
deciduous forests, the presence of leaves can result in LiDAR beams being intercepted higher in
the canopy (Ørka et al. 2010). Finally, differences in parameters specific to LiDAR sensor types,
pulse frequency, and flight altitude can affect TMs as well (Næsset 2009, Goodwin et al. 2006).
In particular, Naesset et al. (2009) reported that different acquisition parameters resulted in volume
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estimates differing by 10.7 %. It has even been noted that model transference between different
study sites with similar LiDAR acquisitions and forest compositions can dramatically inflate error
(Hayashi et al. 2015). Taken together, the literature suggests that models developed using one
LiDAR point cloud are often not applicable to another (White et al. 2013).
The issue of model transference among datasets is problematic given that public LiDAR
datasets are often collected for applications other than forest inventory, and may not conform to
the strict standards required for transferring existing models. Because model development is quite
costly and time consuming, it is preferable to avoid retraining existing models to accommodate
new LiDAR acquisitions (Tilley et al. 2004). Many regions possess a great wealth of publically
available LiDAR data, much of it consisting of a patchwork of datasets, each flown to different
specifications. Thus, large-area forest inventory estimation from LiDAR has been difficult and
relatively limited in application.
Concurrently, there is an alternative approach to developing EFIs known as the individual tree
crown (ITC) approach. The ITC approach operates by identifying and isolating the shapes of
individual trees in a LiDAR point cloud (Hyyppä et al. 2008, Popescu 2007, Ayrey et al. 2016).
Statistics of each tree’s height and shape can then be used to predict individual tree attributes, such
as diameter, which can then be summed to produce plot- and stand-level estimates (Latifi et al.
2015, Yu et al. 2010). The major drawback of the ITC approach is accuracy; for example, ITC
detection rates can vary anywhere from 40 to 90 % based on forest type and LiDAR pulse density
(Vauhkonen et al. 2011, Kaartinen et al. 2012). Errors often occur in cases of overtopped or small
trees, and the problem is compounded in forests with complex canopies, many species, and a
prevalence of deciduous trees (Koch et al. 2006).
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This study seeks to combine the area based and ITC approaches, specifically by using ITC
and other ecologically-based point cloud metrics to inform area based models. Our goal in
designing these ecological metrics (EMs) was to make them more mechanistically interpretable,
and directly relate them to metrics previously identified by forest ecologists as meaningful. We
hypothesize that EMs will be less prone to changes in point cloud parameters because they often
rely on structural characteristics (e.g. distances between neighboring trees), rather than point
heights. Similar studies have also developed metrics based on structural canopy characteristics
which have proven to be more generalizable across a range of LiDAR and forest conditions
(Bouvier et al. 2015, Moeser et al. 2015, Zhao et al. 2009).
We also test the ability of models trained on our EMs to transfer to data sets derived from
several emerging technologies such as digital aerial photogrammetry (DAP, Baltsavias at al. 2008)
and single photon LiDAR (SPL, Swatantran et al. 2016). These point clouds can be structurally
different from those of traditional, discretized full waveform LiDAR. While a number of studies
have generated EFIs from DAP point clouds, no attempts have been made to apply models trained
using LiDAR to DAP point clouds, despite their common endorsement as a low-cost alternative
for updating out-of-date LiDAR (Jensen and Mathews 2016, Lisein et al. 2013).
Our objective was to test the performance (in terms of the accuracy of predictions and stability
across various point cloud datasets) of models trained using EMs relative to models using more
commonly employed point cloud metrics, and to determine which if any of the EMs are better
suited to estimate biomass, tree count, and species composition.
In total, we developed 129 unique EMs which we grouped into five broad categories: (1)
Canopy height; (2) Canopy complexity; (3) Individual tree attributes, including estimates of
individual tree species, size, and biomass; (4) Summarized crowding; and (5) Abiotic. Random
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forest regression was used to generate models estimating aboveground biomass, tree count, and
percent needleleaf stems, while conditional variable importance was used to select the most useful
variables in each model. In order to assess the EMs predictive power across a variety of conditions,
models were tested on point clouds from different acquisitions with a range of parameters. Thus,
metrics most useful for generalizable regional models were identified. We expect that such models
will make the reusable adoption of point cloud EFIs more feasible.
1.2.Materials and Methods
The primary objective of this study is to determine how area based models perform when
based on the EMs, as opposed to those based on the traditional metrics. This was assessed with a
comparison of the accuracy in terms of error and bias, along with goodness-of-fit of models trained
using both sets of metrics. A second objective was to compare the performance of models trained
using the EMs and TMs to make estimates on new point clouds of differing origins and types. To
address this issue of model transference, an additional five point cloud data sets were used, testing
situations in which pulse density, seasonality, location, and sensor type varied. A third objective
was to determine which, if any, EMs were useful in predicting each of these examined forest
attributes, and to understand the mechanistic or ecological reasoning behind their importance.
1.2.1. Study Areas
The primary site that we selected was the University of Maine Foundation's Penobscot
Experimental Forest and University Forest (PEF, Table 1, at 44.879°N, -68.653°W), which has a
wide range of silvicultural treatments, field data for thousands of spatially-mapped trees, and four
separate LiDAR acquisitions as well as a patchwork of photogrammetric point clouds. The second
study area, used for non-local validation of models trained at the PEF, was the Caroline A. Fox
Research and Demonstration Forest (FOX, Table 1, at 43.137°N, -71.913°W), which also had a
5

variety of forest stand types and field data, along with a LiDAR acquisition not associated with
any at the PEF. The two forests are separated by approximately 325 km, and lie within the MixedAcadian forest ecoregion. The FOX research forest is a more productive site, with a mean growing
season length of 192 days compared to 175 days at the PEF, as determined by Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer satellite-derived phenology data.
Table 1.1. Number of plots and the mean and standard deviation (brackets) of forest
characteristics in the two study areas based on field inventory data. Forest types are defined
by categorizing plots based on the percentage of coniferous stems. Plots with less than 30 %
coniferous stems were classified as deciduous, greater than 70 % coniferous stems were
classified as coniferous, and those plots in between were classified as mixedwood.
Penobscot Experimental Forest (PEF)
Forest
Type

Plots
(n)

Basal Area
(m2/ha)

Stem Density
(#/ha)

Aboveground
Biomass
(Mg/ha)

Species Abundance

Deciduous

50

23 (13)

622 (365)

132 (99)

46% Acru, 11% Acsa,
9 % Fagr, 7% Quru

Mixedwood

67

31 (15)

684 (397)

139 (76)

Coniferous

145

29 (14)

801 (408)

104 (64)

Overall

262

28 (14)

737 (403)

118 (76)

46% Acru, 26% Abba,
9% Tsca, 7% Piru
26% Abba, 21% Tsca,
18% Pist, 13% Piru
23% Abba, 20% Acru,
14% Tsca, 12% Pist

Caroline A. Fox Research and Demonstration Forest (FOX)
Forest
Type

Plots
(n)

Basal Area
(m2/ha)

Stem Density
(#/ha)

Aboveground
Biomass
(Mg/ha)

Species Abundance

Deciduous

122

26 (15)

599 (327)

178 (113)

28% Acru, 16% Quru,
15% Fagr,

Mixedwood

147

31 (20)

640 (349)

172 (117)

Coniferous

67

40 (24)

657 (280)

196 (119)

32% Tsca, 21% Acru,
13% Quru, 10% Pist
58% Tsca, 18% Pist,
8% Acsa 8% Tsca

Overall

336

31 (18)

628 (332)

178 (114)

33% Tsca, 17% Acru,
11% Pist, 11% Quru,
*Species abbreviations are as follows: Abba = Abies balsamea, Acru = Acer rubrum, Acsa = Acer saccharum, Fagr
= Fagus grandifolia, Piru = Picea rubens, Pist = Pinus strobus, Tsca = Tsuga Canadensis, Quru = Quercus rubra
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1.2.2. Field Data
Plot data used for model training and validation were collected in a series of inventories
conducted by several agencies. Within each inventory all trees greater than 11.4 cm in diameter
were spatially mapped on plots of sizes ranging from 401 to 1256 m2. Plot centers were recorded
via GPS and shifted a posteriori to align tree tops visually with the LiDAR point clouds so as to
account for GPS inaccuracy. Due to the varying nature of the forest inventories, the stem mapped
plots were subset into 10 x 10 m grid cells. In order to validate the models, 30 percent of plots
were randomly withheld from model training. This validation method was chosen over out-of-bag
sampling because we attempted to use as many of the same plots as possible to validate the models
when transferring them to a different point cloud acquisition. However, due to temporal and spatial
differences between datasets, validation plots did sometimes vary between acquisitions.
Plot edge effects create a challenge when training models using small plots, as the crowns of
trees rooted outside the plot boundary may extend into the plot, or vice versa (Andersen et al. 2005,
Frazer et al. 2011). To overcome this challenge, regional species-specific and tree-level diameterto-crown-width equations (Russell and Weiskittel 2011) were used to spatially project tree crowns
based on field-inventoried diameters and locations. Plot biomass and species were tallied in each
plot by multiplying the proportion of overlap of each tree crown by its biomass. This had the effect
of weighting each tree’s allometrically-derived biomass by the proportion of crown within that
grid cell. Thus, trees were treated as areas containing biomass, rather than points with binary in/out
classifications (Mascaro et al. 2011, Figure 1.1). All field measured plots were larger than the 10
m grid cells used in this study, allowing us to account for trees outside the grid cells (Ayrey and
Hayes 2018). This factor played a role in the selection of our grid cell size.
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Figure 1.1. Edge effects in field data are mitigated using a stem map. Tree crowns are
estimated and projected spatially atop the plot. Those trees partially within the plot have their
allometry weighted by the percent of crown encroachment on the plot.
Plot inventory dates did not always coincide with point cloud acquisition dates. In instances
in which plots were inventoried more than two years before an acquisition, tree measurements
were projected forward in time using the Acadian variant of the Forest Vegetation Simulator
(Weiskittel et al. 2017); plots inventoried more than two years after a LIDAR acquisition were
discarded. Tree height was not always measured in the field, thus a series of species-specific nonlinear height-to-diameter equations were developed using asymptotic regression as implemented
in R’s nlme package on the trees with field measured heights (Pinheiro et al. 2017). The spatial
extent of point cloud datasets also varied such that the number of plots available for model
validation at the PEF was not always constant (Table 2).
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1.2.3. Point Clouds
A total of six point cloud data sets of varying characteristics were used for comparison,
including five at the PEF and one at FOX (Table 2). The MID_NL (mid density, leaf-off, PEF)
dataset acquired in leaf-off conditions at approximately 6 pulses per square meter (pls/m2) was
chosen as a baseline on which to train all models. The LOW_NL (low density, leaf-off, PEF)
dataset was acquired in leaf-off conditions at an average density of 1.1 pls/m2 and was used to test
transference between models trained at a higher density. The HIGH_L (high density, leaf-on, PEF)
dataset was acquired in leaf-on conditions at an average density of 15 pls/m2, and was used to test
model performance in instances in which seasonality and higher pulse density altered the vertical
distributions of points. The FMID_NL (mid density, leaf-off, FOX) dataset was acquired over
FOX experimental forest in leaf-off conditions at approximately 6 pls/m2. The acquisition
parameters were similar to the MID_NL baseline so this dataset was used for testing model
transference between sites.
We also tested models on point cloud data sets originating from emerging technologies. The
SPL_NL (SPL, leaf-off, PEF) dataset was acquired using single photon ranging LiDAR, which
splits a single LiDAR beam into an array of beams and is capable of capturing the discrete returns
of individual photons (Swatantran et al. 2016). This operates in a similar fashion to Geiger-Mode
LiDAR. Finally, the DAP_L (DAP, leaf-on, PEF) dataset was collected with a series of unmanned
aerial vehicle flights taking place in July, 2017. A Phantom 3 Standard was used for acquisition,
which captured a series of 12 megapixel RGB images at approximately 10 cm resolution. A
structure-from-motion point cloud was generated from the photo overlap using Agisoft Photoscan
Professional (Agisoft 2014), and then carefully georectified with the LiDAR point cloud. Ground
points from the MID_NL LiDAR were used for height normalization.
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Table 1.2. Characteristics of the six point clouds used in this study for model training, validation, and comparison tests. Note the
MID_NL point cloud was the baseline from which all models were trained.

10

Location
PEF

Acquisition
Name
MID_NL

Comparison Test
Baseline

Validatio
n Plots
(n)
120

PEF

LOW_NL

Density

204

PEF

HIGH_L

105

FOX

FMID_NL

Density &
Seasonality
Site

PEF

SPL_NL

111

PEF

DAP_L

LiDAR
Technology
Photogrammetry
Technology

352

91

Sensor
Riegl
LMSQ680i
Optech
Gemini
246
Riegl
VQ-480
Leica
ALS70
HRQLS
Phanto
m3

Date
Oct.
2013

Seasonality
Leaf-Off

Pulse Density
/ Resolution
(pls/m2 or
cm2)
6

Oct.
2010

Leaf-Off

1.1

50

1660

30

1064

June
2012
Oct.
2015
April
2014
June
2017

Leaf-On

15

300

335

10

1550

Leaf-Off

5

500

2075

22

1064

Leaf-Off

16

25

2300

N/A

532

Leaf-On

12

N/A

120

N/A

RGB

10

Pulse
Repetition
(KHz)
150

Altitude
(m)
600

Footprint
Size
(cm)
17
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1.2.4. Traditional Metrics
Traditional point cloud metrics were generated using the U.S. Forest Service’s FUSION
software suite (McGaughey 2009). FUSION generates a total of 99 LiDAR metrics by default,
33 of which characterize LiDAR intensity; these were discarded due to the difficulties of
normalizing intensity values within and between LiDAR datasets. The remaining relevant
metrics included height summary statistics and percentiles, statistics above several thresholds
(such as mean, mode, and 2 m), canopy relief estimates, and return counts. For all model
comparisons involving datasets different than that used for training (MID_NL), return count
metrics were discarded. A full list of the included FUSION metrics alongside a brief description
can be found in Appendix Table A6.
1.2.5 Ecological Metrics
1.2.5.1 Canopy Height Model Generation
Most of the proposed EMs were generated from canopy height models (CHM), which are
rasterized maps of canopy height. First, a digital elevation model (DEM) was developed using
vendor-classified ground points. Then high points representing vegetation were identified for the
creation of a digital surface model. Rather than using only first returns, a 1 m moving window
was used to select points above the 75th percentile of the window’s area (Liu and Dong 2014).
The models were generated via Delaunay triangulation which in turn were interpolated into a
raster with a resolution of 0.75 m. A subtraction of the DEM from the digital surface model
yielded the CHM.
The 129 EMs were then generated. Each EM is listed in its category (and subcategory)
and briefly described, including its importance in the final models, in Appendix Tables A1-5.
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1.2.5.2 Canopy Height Model Metrics
The simplest of the EM are the CHM Height Statistics (Appendix Table A1). These were
most similar in nature to the TM in that they were primarily comprised of summary statistics of
height derived from the CHM. Previous studies have generated similar metrics (Asner and
Mascaro, 2014, Moeser et al. 2015, Zhao et al. 2009). By using an interpolated CHM rather than
raw points, it was hoped that the effect of varying LiDAR penetration due to differences in
sensor type would be somewhat mitigated, and that the models might transfer well to the DAP
dataset, which only measures the canopy surface. A series of CHM Cover Statistics further
quantified the CHM by summarizing crown cover, such as percent of cells with height values
above several thresholds.
1.2.5.3 Individual Tree Metrics
Individual trees were isolated first via local maxima detection, and then crowns were
delineated using marker controlled watershed segmentation (Soille 1999). In order to avoid edge
effects (e.g., the crown of a tree rooted outside the plot that extends into the plot, resulting in an
incorrect detection of local maxima at the plot boundary) an external 5 m buffer was placed around
each plot prior to segmentation.
The CHM was first smoothed using a 3x3 Gaussian filter. Local maxima were then isolated
using another 3x3 window, and it was assumed that these represented the tops of trees. Attempts
were made to incorporate a variable radius window, increasing in size with height using regional
height-to-crown-width equations (Popescu et al. 2002). However, doing so nearly always resulted
in greater omission errors with little improvement in commission errors, perhaps because of the
relative coarseness of the 0.75 m CHM and the smoothing performed prior. It is important to note
that our goal was not necessarily to correctly identify every tree (as is usually the case with
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segmentation), but to inform a model that is ideally capable of accounting for biases resulting from
omission errors.
Local maxima were then used as the seed points for marker controlled watershed segmentation
of individual tree crowns. Within any given tree crown, raster cells with heights less than half of
that tree’s maximum height were discarded to remove low vegetation erroneously assigned to
trees.
Summary statistics describing the local maxima at a plot level were calculated (Local Maxima
Height Statistics). Statistics such as mean, median, and first quartile heights of local maxima were
calculated with and without the plot buffer, and using only trees whose watersheds intersected the
plot. A further subcategory, Local Maxima Counts, recorded the number local maxima above
certain height thresholds. Also included here was the percent of local maxima within the plot (as
opposed to those including the buffer) and the number of trees whose crowns were wholly
contained by the plot.
The next subcategory, Crown Measurements, consisted of summary statistics on crown area
and volume. Crown volume was estimated by summing the volumes of each CHM cell inside of
each delineated tree (with no accounting for the tree crown’s base). Crown area was simply the
projected area occupied by each tree/watershed. Crown Shape Descriptors described shape. These
included measures of pointiness obtained by comparing the ratio of the height of each tree’s local
maxima to the heights of its surrounding raster cells. Each tree’s crown profile was compared to a
typical forest-wide profile, obtained by segmenting 10,000 trees, normalizing height-width values,
and fitting a Weibull curve to the resulting profile. Trees with narrower profiles than the typical
profile could be considered pointy; those with wider profiles could be considered rounded. The
degree of this deviation is taken as a measure of pointiness (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2. A visualization of several individual tree metrics. (A) The height of the local maxima
is compared to the heights of surrounding CHM cells to obtain both relative and absolute measures
of pointiness. (B) The tree’s profile (solid line), once normalized by height, is compared to the
typical forest-wide fitted profile (dotted line).
Given the information available regarding each tree’s shape and size, rough estimates of
species group (needleleaf versus broadleaf), stem diameter, and biomass were made for each tree
segmented in the point cloud data set. These were collectively referred to as Allometric
Measurements. A series of secondary shape measurements were taken along the horizontal and
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vertical axes of each tree (such as the percent height of the tree’s widest point and the location of
the tree’s maxima relative to the crown’s centroid). Using a dataset of 4,000 previously segmented
crowns with a known species group, these secondary measurements were used to predict
needleleaf/broadleaf classification via logistic regression. The model for predicting species group
had an accuracy of 76.4 %.
Height to stem diameter models were developed for both needleleaf and broadleaf groups
using field data from the PEF; these had adjusted R-squared values of 0.69 and 0.45, respectively.
Thus, LiDAR-derived ITC metrics were used to predict stem diameter and hence basal area for
each segmented tree in the plot. Finally, these predictions were used to estimate the aboveground
biomass of each tree via equations developed by Jenkins et al. (2003). As with the field-measured
trees, each tree’s estimated biomass was weighted by the proportion that each tree’s crown lay
within the plot. The allometric estimates of each tree within a plot were then summed to produce
plot-level ITC estimates of biomass, the percent of needleleaf trees, and basal area. These were
then included in the EM for area-based estimation of the same variables.
1.2.5.4. Canopy Complexity Metrics
The canopy complexity metrics used here mostly mimic already accepted ecological measures
of forest structure and canopy complexity. Using the locations and sizes of the segmented trees,
spatially-explicit and non-spatial metrics were calculated. The Complexity Indices subcategory
was comprised of the non-spatial diversity indices including the Simpson Diversity Index, Gini
coefficient, and the diameter differentiation index (TD); as well as the spatially-explicit ClarkEvans index (Lexerød and Eid 2006, Neumann and Starlinger 2001). For each of these indices,
tree height was used as the measure of size, with three meter height bins used when necessary.
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Metrics designed to further quantify tree spatial distributions are categorized as Distance
Metrics. These include summaries of nearest neighbor distances, potentially available growing
space as measured by Voronoi polygons, and spatial patterning of local maxima. Trees were
classified as clustered, uniform, or randomly distributed by comparing their observed Ripley’s K
function to hypothetical values obtained via Monte Carlo simulation (Besag and Diggle 1977).
Canopy roughness was quantified in a series of measurements referred to as Rugosity Metrics.
Canopy roughness is a metric ecologists frequently use to quantify forest structure, competition,
and composition (Hardiman et al. 2011, Parker and Russ 2004, Kane et al. 2010). One way to
quantify this is through existing edge detection techniques, which isolate the edges of objects by
highlighting areas of dramatic change using moving windows. We applied both Sobel and
Laplacian operators to the CHM, then summarized the results to obtain a plot-level measure of
edginess. A measure of watershed-delineated crown edge lengths was also used. Another metric
for measuring canopy roughness, defined here as rumple, was proposed by Zenner and Hibbs
(2000). They developed a triangulated irregular surface (TIN) connecting all tree tops to one
another, and then measured the ratio of that TIN’s surface area to the amount of two-dimensional
area it occupied. We used the ratio of the CHM TIN to measure rumple.
The distance of each local maxima from a detected object edge was also considered to be a
potentially valuable indicator of structural complexity. Using both the Sobel operator edges and
the edges identified during the watershed delineation, summary statistics of these distances were
tabulated. Similarly, the distance of each watershed’s local maxima to its centroid was
summarized.
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1.2.5.5. Summarized Crowding Metrics
The Crowding Metrics included in the EMs were designed to assess each tree canopy’s access
to sunlight, which is influenced by the size and proximity of its neighbors, and then make
assessments of competitive intensity at a plot-level. Solar availability was estimated for each tree
based on the position, height, and crown size of its neighbors. Neighbors within the plot and
surrounding buffer whose local maxima height were greater than two thirds the target tree’s height
were considered to be competitors.
Each tree’s competitive intensity was measured in several ways. First, competitors were
plotted spatially from the perspective of the target tree. Competitors were represented as triangles,
with the apex at the position of that competitor’s local maxima, and base width corresponding to
the mean crown width measured via watershed delineation. These competitor triangles were then
resized according to their distance from the target tree. When two competitor’s crown bases
overlapped one another by more than fifty percent, only the nearest was included in measurement.
The areas of these competitor triangles were summed for each target tree. The percent of
obscuration of the 360° viewshed of the target tree was also recorded, and then plot-level statistics
were generated. (Figure 1.3A).
Second, we used a modified form of ray casting to assess each tree’s solar availability. Ray
casting is a process by which beams of light are projected out from the target tree, and intersections
along their path by neighboring trees recorded (Moeser et al. 2015, Bittner et al. 2012). True ray
casting can be computationally intensive; therefore, we simplified the approach by casting threedimensional vectors from two-thirds up the target tree to each neighbor’s local maxima (Figure
1.3B). Those vectors then continued onward until they terminated 100 m above ground level,
intersecting a circular plane (consisting of 16 vertices and a radius of 285 m). The vectors
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intersecting the plane were used to complete the circle by connecting to the circle’s two nearest
vertices, producing the effect of a shadow being cast inward by each neighbor (Figure 3C). Vectors
lengths were also recorded as three-dimensional neighbor distances. Finally, each tree’s polygon
and vector summaries were combined to characterize plot-level crowding environments.

Figure 1.3. Illustrations of the summarized crowding metrics. (A) Competitor crowns are
shown from a target tree’s perspective. Total competitor area as well as percent of the radial
view obscured are calculated from the tree crowns segmented via watershed delineation. (B)
Rays are cast from a target tree to the local maxima of competitors, the distances of those
vectors are summarized. (C) The cast rays are intersected along a horizontal circular plane
100 m above the tree. When rays intersect the circle, triangular shadows are cast from the
intersection point to the nearest two vertices comprising the circle. The area of visible sky is
calculated as the area of the circle intact.
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1.2.5.6. Abiotic Metrics
Beyond simply normalizing the vegetation height data, the DEM generated from LiDAR also
provides information regarding site productivity. We quantified Site Metrics using slope, aspect,
and topographic ruggedness index, which have been demonstrated to be correlated with
productivity and species abundance (Stage and Salas 2007). We also quantified site quality by
using an existing regional productivity estimate in the form of a biomass growth index derived
from soil, passive satellite, and elevation data (Hennigar et al. 2017). Finally, metrics relevant to
the LiDAR acquisition, such as pulse density and scan angle statistics were included in the
Acquisition Metrics subcategory. Although these acquisition metrics have no bearing on the
condition of the forest, it is possible that they could play an important role as interacting factors
with the other EM.
1.2.6. Model Development and Validation
We used the MID_NL LiDAR dataset to train all of the models. We trained models using the
TMs and models using the EMs to estimate biomass, tree count, and percent needleleaf. The
MID_NL acquisition parameters are most similar to those currently being collected throughout
study region, and it represents a middle ground between other datasets in terms of pulse density
and acquisition date (Table 2). These models were then applied to the other point cloud datasets to
assess model transference.
All modelling was performed using random forest regression, which consists of a series of
decision trees derived from bootstrapped subsets of both potential covariates and training data
(Breiman 2001). Thanks to this bootstrapping, random forest models are strongly resistant to
multicollinearity and overfitting that can be otherwise problematic with large numbers of
predictors (Biau 2012, Touw et al. 2012, Abdel-Rahman 2014). This has made random forest
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regression a popular option for LiDAR EFI models (Hudak et al. 2012, Stone et al. 2011, Hayashi
et al. 2014).
Despite random forest’s resistance to overfitting, given a large number of potential covariates,
some studies have shown that random forest’s performance can benefit from variable selection
(Genuer et al. 2010). Using the method first proposed by Díaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrès
(2005), a full model was developed using every variable applicable to the dataset. Random forest
variable importance can be inflated in cases of multi-collinearity. Therefore, we used a method
called conditional variable performance, which performs additional model bootstrapping when it
detects correlated predictors (Strobl et al. 2008). Predictors with the lowest 10 % importance (a
measure of the increase in error were the variable permuted) were removed from the model until
none were left. The model with the lowest root mean squared error (RMSE) was then selected as
the top model. This process was repeated for each of the six models. Nevertheless, the best
performing models all included large numbers of both EMs and traditional metrics. Appendix
tables A1-6 denote which metrics were incorporated into each model. We then calculated the
percent of total importance that each predictor played in the final model, allowing us to assess
predictor importance relative to model performance and draw comparisons across the three
response variables.
Some predictors would at times be meaningless when applied to new datasets. For example,
pulse density varied across datasets, and so tallies of point counts would not have made for useful
predictors were a model being transferred. In these cases, a new model was developed with the
form of the best fit model, again trained using the MID_NL dataset, but without the problematic
predictors.
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Model performance was assessed using a series of validation plots withheld from the training
process. Because all models were developed using the MID_NL dataset, the same 281 plots were
always used for training. However, each point cloud possessed different temporal and spatial
extents, and so different numbers of plots were available for validation (Table 2). When possible,
the same validation plots were used, and the number of validation plots always exceeded the
number of training plots by 30 %. Performance was assessed using explained variance (R2),
RMSE, and bias (defined as the sum of the predicted values minus the observed). Significance
tests were run between the EM- and TM-based models’ absolute errors and biases using Student’s
t-tests.
1.3. Results
1.3.1. Model Performance
The results of each model trained using the EM and TM are displayed in Table 3. A baseline
comparison assessed the performance of models trained and validated using the MID_NL LiDAR
dataset; this served as a direct comparison between the effectiveness of the EM and TM metrics
without assessing model transference. In the prediction of tree count and percent needleleaf, both
the EM- and the TM-based models produced similar error and bias. The models based on TM
slightly outperformed those based on EM in terms of RMSE when predicting biomass (p = n.s.).
All baseline predictive models using EM and TM had a normalized RMSE (as a percent of mean)
of within 3 % of one another. The EM models consistently had slightly lower absolute bias (though
not significantly so). Model performance in terms of explained variance and RMSE was poorest
in the models estimating tree count, as is often the case in other LiDAR modelling studies (Næsset
2002, Magnussen et al. 2010).
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Model transference to different datasets often resulted in inflated error and bias using both
types of metrics. Individual results across different datasets varied, but the RMSEs of the EMbased models were generally lower than that of TM-based models. Bias varied according to the
attribute being predicted and the point cloud dataset being measured. The EM models tended to
have nearly equal, or slightly greater explained variance than the TM models.
Comparisons with the LOW_NL and HIGH_L datasets offered insight into model transference
between datasets with different pulse densities and seasonality. Results from the LOW_NL
comparison indicated that the EM biomass model produced a slightly lower RMSE than the TM
model (p = .091), and lower RMSE than even the baseline. This came at the cost of 3% greater
negative bias. Results were similar for the percent needleleaf models, with the EM model
outperforming the TM model in terms of RMSE and bias (p = n.s. and 0.072), but this time with
higher error relative to baseline. Both the EM and TM tree count models produced greater error
and considerably larger bias than the baseline. The EM models had lower error but greater absolute
bias in this case (p = 0.080 and 0.049). Results from the HIGH_L comparison indicated that the
EM models produced lower error and bias than the TM models for all three forest attributes.
However, this difference was only significant in the case of the tree count model’s bias (p = .007).
Error and bias of both the biomass and tree count EM models were on par with the baseline. The
percent needleleaf EM and TM models both produced greater error and bias relative to baseline.
Results from the comparison of FOX forest LiDAR data (FMID_NL) demonstrated each
model’s ability to predict forest attributes at a different site. Both the EM and TM biomass models
had markedly higher error at this new site; however, in terms of percent of mean this error was on
par or better than the baseline. The EM biomass model outperformed the TM model at the FOX
forest both in terms of RMSE and bias (p = 0.023 and 0.009). Tree count models had identical
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error rates, lower than those of the baseline; however, the EM model had substantially more
positive bias than the TM model (p < 0.001). Percent needleleaf models both produced error and
bias greater than those of the baseline; however, the EM model outperformed the TM model (p =
0.003 and < 0.001).
Model performance on the SPL_NL and DAP_L datasets yield insights into the capacity for
model transference to datasets of emerging technologies. Validating against the SPL_NL dataset,
the EM-based model outperformed the TM-based model for all forest attributes. This difference
was significant (p < 0.05) in every comparison except percent needleleaf bias. However,
performance was often poor relative to the baseline model. The models for all three forest attributes
had a negative bias ranging from mild (percent needleleaf) to considerable (biomass and tree
count). When the models were tested on the photogrammetric DAP_L data they likewise
consistently resulted in greater RMSE relative to the baseline. For the biomass and tree count
models, performance was similar between the EM- and TM-based models. Despite large increases
in error, bias was low for biomass and tree count models. When estimating percent needleleaf,
error and bias were both considerably greater than those of the baseline, although the EM model
outperformed the TM model (p = 0.086 and 0.008).
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Table 1.3. Results of both the traditional- and EM-based models. Results in the form of R2, root mean squared error (RMSE),
and bias are displayed for each of the three forest attributes being predicted with the models trained using the ecological metrics
(EM) and the models trained using the traditional metrics (FUSION). All models were trained using the MID_NL dataset, other
datasets were used to validate model transference.

Aboveground Biomass
(Mg / ha)
EM

Tree Count
(Trees / ha)

TM

EM

Percent Needleleaf
(%)
TM

EM

TM

R2

RMSE
(%)

Bias
(%)

R2

RMSE
(%)

Bias
(%)

R2

RMSE
(%)

Bias
(%)

R2

RMSE
(%)

Bias
(%)

R2

RMSE

Bias

R2

RMSE

Bias

MID_NL

0.75

18.1

1.8

|

22.7

0.3

0.66

25

-8.7

|

30

13.1

|

33.4

17.4

0.70

20.5

-3.2

0.66

26.8

-2.4

0.76

0.69

22.9

1.7

|

24.8

6.4

DAP_L

0.76

-44
(-6)
-110
(-14)
-88
(-12)
-334
(-45)
39
(6)
16
(2)

0.68

FMID_NL

335
(46)
471
(62)
373
(51)
516
(69)
302
(49)
428
(58)

1.3

0.76

-24
(3)
-174
(-23)
11
(1)
-104
(-14)
107
(17)
-47
(-6)

18.3

SPL_NL

326
(45)
429
(56)
325
(45)
351
(47)
302
(49)
427
(58)

0.70

|

-8.2
(-7)
-5.6
(-5)
11.1
(10)
-49.6
(-38)
-36.4
(-16)
5.6
(4)

0.52

HIGH_L

50.1
(41)
57.9
(50)
55.1
(50)
97.1
(73.5)
104.1
(46)
78.7
(56)

0.58

|

-6.3
(-5)
-8.8
(-8)
6.4
(6)
-30.4
(-23)
-12.3
(-5)
.5
(0)

0.76

LOW_NL

53.4
(44)
49.5
(43)
50.5
(46)
75.3
(57)
87.6
(38)
78.5
(55)

0.70

36.4

10.9

0.66

43

22

Validation
Dataset

0.73

24

|
0.72
|
.72

|
|
0.59
0.57
0.59

24

0.52
|
0.53
|
.053

1.3.2. Ecological Metrics Predictive Importance
A full list of EM predictors are provided in Appendix Tables A1-5, with their relative
importance values when they were included in the final model. Likewise, a list of the FUSION
TM and their importance can be found in Appendix Table A6. The relative importance for each
EM subcategory is also displayed in Figure 1.4. Categorical importance varied based on the
attribute being predicted, though some categories of EM were never important predictors.
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Figure 1.4. The percent of total importance of each subcategory’s ecological metrics for
predicting biomass, tree count, and percent needleleaf.
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The CHM height statistics were the most important predictors of biomass, and to a moderate
degree tree count. This subcategory comprised eight of the top ten most important biomass
predictors, and one of the top ten tree count predictors. The CHM height statistics however, had
little predictive power for estimating percent needleleaf. CHM cover statistics were important
predictors of tree count, and to a lesser extent biomass. Three of the top ten tree count predictors
and two of the top ten biomass predictors were CHM cover statistics. The percent of crown cover
above mid-level height thresholds, such as 10, 15, and 20 m or 40th and 60th percentiles had the
greatest importance to the models. CHM cover statistics demonstrated little predictive power in
estimating percent needleleaf.
Local maxima height statistics played a moderate role in predicting biomass and tree count,
but once again had little predictive power for percent needleleaf. No local maxima height statistics
were included in any of the models’ top ten predictors; however, collectively they accounted for
10 and 8 % of total biomass and tree count model importance respectively. For biomass estimation,
measurements of local maxima extremes such as maximum height and the height of the local
maxima 90th percentile were the most useful predictors. For tree count estimation, measurements
of variance, such as local maxima height standard deviation were the most useful.
As a group, the local maxima counts were strong predictors of tree count, but not of biomass
or percent needleleaf. The number of local maxima above 10 m in height ranked as the most
important predictor of tree count, with 12.5% of total importance. Other local maxima count
metrics were of relatively lesser importance, perhaps owing to collinearity of different local
maxima tallies.
Crown measurements had only mild predictive power of percent needleleaf. Mean crown area
and total crown volume were both top ten predictors of percent needleleaf, with each accounting
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for roughly 2% of the model’s total importance. Likewise, maximum crown area accounted for
2.1% of the tree count importance. Overall though, crown measurements contributed fairly little
to any of the models.
Allometric estimates were important predictors of biomass. Unsurprisingly, the ITC estimate
of biomass was one of the top ten most important predictors of plot level biomass, as well as ITC
estimated basal area. The ITC prediction of percent needleleaf was relatively unimportant to the
percent needleleaf model, ranking as the 13th most important predictor and accounting for only 0.9
% of total importance. Allometric estimates were poor predictors of tree count.
Crown shape predictors were moderately important predictors of tree count, to a small degree
percent needleleaf, and not at all important for estimating biomass. One metric that measured plotlevel variance in the percent of positive residuals of each tree’s crown compared to a forest-wide
average profile (Positive Residuals SD, Appendix Table A2), was the third most important
predictor for tree count, and accounted for 5.5 % of importance. Two other crown shape
measurements were included in the top ten most important predictors of percent needleleaf,
including a measure of the plot level variance in tree pointiness, and the mean proportion that each
tree’s profile differed from average (Pointiness Raw SD and Positive Residuals Mean, Appendix
Table A2). No crown shape metrics were included in the final biomass model.
The complexity indices were unimportant in predicting biomass and percent needleleaf, and
none were included in the final models. They likewise were relatively unimportant in predicting
tree count, though Simpson’s diversity index was included in the final model with 2 % total
importance. Overall, complexity indices were the least important subcategory of metrics in the
EM.
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Distance metrics were only slightly important for predicting biomass and percent needleleaf,
but moderately important for predicting tree count. Mean and maximum Voronoi growing space
were both mildly important for estimating tree count, together accounting for 5.2% of total
importance. Likewise, the estimate of spatial randomness of tree locations was one of the top ten
predictors of percent needleleaf, but only accounted for 2.5% of total importance.
Rugosity metrics were highly important in predicting percent needleleaf, moderately
important for predicting tree count, and slightly important for predicting biomass. Rumple alone
accounted for 58% of total percent needleleaf importance, though the other measures of rugosity
were also of some importance to this model. The forth most important predictor of tree count was
rugosity using Sobel’s edge detection technique, with 5.5% total importance. Other rugosity
metrics were mildly important to the tree count model. These included the mean distance of local
maxima to tree edges and the length of watershed edges, both accounting for roughly 2% of total
importance. Length of watershed edges was also slightly important for estimating biomass,
accounting for roughly 3.5% of total importance.
Crowding metrics were of some importance for predicting percent needleleaf, but only slightly
important for biomass and tree count. The mean area obscured for each tree was the third most
important predictor of percent needleleaf, with 5.2% of total importance. This same metric
constituted 1.9% of total importance for estimating tree count. Other crowding metrics were
included in each of the final models, but each had importance values constituting less than 2% of
total importance.
Site metrics were somewhat important for predicting tree count, only slightly important for
percent needleleaf, and unimportant for biomass. Productivity and terrain roughness were included
in the top ten most important predictors of tree count, with each representing approximately 3% of
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total importance. Productivity was the ninth most important predictor of percent needleleaf,
although it only represented 1.7% of total importance. None of the site metrics were included in
the final biomass model. Acquisition metrics were highly important for predicting percent
needleleaf, with pulse density accounting for 16% of the model’s total importance. However, no
acquisition metrics were included in either the biomass or tree count models.
1.4. Discussion
The ecological metrics (EM) developed here show promise in improving the model
performance of LiDAR EFIs when attempting to use predictive models on datasets and sites
different than those on which they were trained. This ability of EM models to better perform when
transferred to new data and sites is partially what sets them apart from the traditional metrics
employed by most studies. Examining the fifteen scenarios of model transference, EM model error
was less than that of models based on TMs in thirteen cases, and equal to TM-based models in the
other two. This difference was at least somewhat significant in eight cases (p < 0.10). In terms of
bias, EM models resulted in less absolute bias following model transference in ten of the fifteen
cases, seven of which were at least somewhat significant (p < 0.10). Nevertheless, the EM are not
a panacea for completely generalizable models, as error and bias often increased when validating
on different datasets (Figure 1.5). Modelers will have to use their own judgement to determine
whether these increases fall within acceptable error limits for an EFI. In certain cases though, the
degradation of performance following model transference was so minimal that it stands to reason
that the EM could be used to build models applicable to different sites and datasets. The results of
the baseline comparison also seem to indicate that in cases where the site or point cloud does not
vary, EM models perform similarly to those of traditional metrics.
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Figure 1.5. Performance in terms of RMSE and bias as percent of mean of the EM and traditional height metrics biomass models.
Asterisks above error and bias bars denote significant difference between each comparison ***p < 0.001, **p< 0.01, *p < 0.05,
half-asterisk p < 0.10; Student's t-test.
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Negatively biased estimates in low density point clouds have been noted in several studies,
likely owing to fewer pulses reflecting off the apices of trees (Hayashi et al. 2014, Magnusson et
al. 2007, Zimble et al. 2003). This bias was present in the models based on the EM with the
estimation of tree count, to a smaller degree biomass, and not at all with percent needleleaf.
Likewise, estimates derived from the high density leaf-on dataset exhibited positive bias in most
instances. This could be due to the increased pulse density detecting more tree tops, or to the ability
of leaves to reflect the LiDAR beam more strongly than thin branches, resulting in a higher CHM
(Næsset et al. 2005, Villikka et al. 2012). The bias was most noticeable in the estimates of percent
needleleaf, but was also present for biomass. Given the consistent nature of these biases, it may be
possible to predict and account for them (Roussel et al. 2017). Regardless, our results do show that
depending on the combination of data type and forest attribute, it may be possible to derive valid
EFI estimates from point clouds with different pulse densities and seasonality using the same
model. It is possible that ability of the EM to facilitate model transference to a particular dataset
may be related to the accuracy of the ITC segmentation, upon which many of the EM are based.
Similar conclusions may be drawn about the EM’s ability to allow model transference between
sites. In predicting biomass at the Fox Experimental Forest, despite total error being greater than
that of PEF, normalized RMSE was smaller than that of baseline, while bias remained the same.
The percent needleleaf model also exhibited only a minor inflation of error and bias at the new
site. In both instances, models trained using the TM resulted in significantly larger error.
The estimates using point clouds derived from emerging technologies had poorer results.
Though the EM-based models consistently outperformed TM-based models, both sets of models
suffered considerable increases in error in most instances. Estimates on the single photon LiDAR
dataset frequently resulted in large biases. Qualitatively, this dataset appeared to underestimate
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height as well as do a poorer job of capturing detailed crown structure. Estimates made using the
photogrammetric point cloud resulted in a large inflation of error. Interestingly though, bias
remained relatively low in all models, and so stand- or landscape-level estimates may remain
accurate following model transference to a photogrammetric point cloud data set. This was likely
facilitated by the use of the LiDAR DEM to normalize the photogrammetric data.
The utility of the EM, however, must be weighed against the increased complexity and the
increased computation time needed to calculate them. Computation time and efficiency were not
formally recorded; however, most modern CPUs are capable of calculating the TMs of a grid cell
within small fractions of a second, whilst the EMs take several seconds per cell. We do note that
both techniques are easily parallelizable, allowing for the simultaneous calculation of multiple
cells at once. Presently, there are several inefficiencies in the EM that could be improved to
increase computation speed, including a less computationally intense means of computing a CHM,
and a faster crown segmentation implementation. Nevertheless, the EM are far more complex than
TM, and will always take considerably longer to implement and compute. It may be that the
processing time required to compute the EM is too great for regional-level modeling to be
practicable. Before implementation, one needs to consider whether the situation warrants the use
of more complex metrics, some of which may be computed faster than others.
Examining the importance of the EM also offers useful insights into the types of measurements
useful for predicting each forest attribute. Many trends in predictive power followed those one
might expect with a knowledge of forest ecology. The most successful biomass predictors often
seemed to directly quantify tree height or size. For example, CHM height statistics were the most
useful for predicting biomass, and also bore the greatest resemblance to traditional metrics. Local
maxima height statistics and the ITC biomass and basal area estimates were also important
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predictors which directly quantified size. CHM cover statistics were also moderately important for
estimating biomass, as expected, given that crown cover at certain height thresholds is related to
forest developmental stage (Parker and Russ 2004). As temperate forests grow older and
accumulate biomass, their structural complexity increases owing to gap dynamics (Hardiman et
al. 2013); the crown cover statistics are a method of quantifying this complexity at different height
thresholds.
The tree count estimates relied on a wide variety of predictors. Measures of crown cover at
certain height thresholds and CHM height statistics were both useful predictors, likely again
relating to stand development: as forests mature they often follow a predictable self-thinning
process. Unsurprisingly, counts of local maxima were another important set of predictors. One
would expect the number of segmented trees to be related to the true number of trees on a plot,
even if the ITC method omitted or committed a large number of trees. Crown shape descriptors
were also relatively important, particularly the comparisons of the tree crown’s height-width
distribution to a forest-wide standard. Essentially, these metrics quantified how slender segmented
trees were, which is often dictated by competitive intensity, and hence the number of trees per plot
(Ford 1975). Voronoi growing space and nearest neighbor distances were also generally important
to the model, likely for the same reason (Daniels et al. 1986). Finally, measures of canopy
roughness, specifically rumple, was important for predicting tree count as well. Like crown cover,
canopy roughness is closely linked to stand age and developmental stage (Hardiman et al. 2011).
In predicting the percent of needleleaf trees, few EM were useful predictors with the exception
of canopy rumple, which was a notably important predictor. Rumple was important in quantifying
surface structure, and highlighted the differences that one might expect from more pointed
needleleaf trees as opposed to the rounded and sometimes interlocking crowns of broadleaf trees.
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Other studies including measures of surface roughness have had similar findings (Hudak et al.
2016). Pulse density played a large role in the model as well, perhaps owing to interactions with
variables like rumple. A lower pulse density resulted in the tops of pointy trees being missed, and
thus may have incorrectly indicated a smoother surface. The ITC estimate of percent needleleaf
was not an important predictor of percent needleleaf. This finding was somewhat surprising given
that the logistic classification accuracy was 74 % for any given tree.
Certain EM were consistently poor predictors of all forest attributes. Nearly every category
had EM metrics that were not included in any model. In general, attempts to measure spatial
patterns between trees were of little importance, including complexity indices and most nearest
neighbor distance metrics. This finding could be a result of inaccuracies in the local maxima ITC
method employed. Several abiotic metrics were also consistently poor predictors. Slope and aspect
were not included in any model, despite their demonstrated importance in site productivity and
species abundance (Stage and Salas 2007). The PEF training site is mostly flat, and so these metrics
may not have had as large a role as might otherwise be expected given a more rugged topography.
Crowding metrics were also rarely useful predictors, with the exception of the average percent
obscuration of each tree on the plot. These metrics were exceedingly complex and relied on
multiple assumptions of the spatial distributions and sizes of neighboring trees. We also note that
thresholds representing mid-canopy heights were stronger predictors than those representing upper
or lower extremes in height. One reason for this may have to do with the 11.4 cm diameter cutoff
used for field data collection, as a mid-canopy threshold of 10 or 15 m is more likely to inform the
model of trees that have reached this size.
We also believe that certain EM may prove useful for answering ecological questions outside
of area based modelling. Because many EM are ITC measurements summarized to a plot-level,
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they may be of use in ITC analyses, such as predicting growth rates and competitive intensity of
individual trees. Many wildlife species select for forest habitats containing trees with specific
structural traits, and several studies have employed metrics similar to some of the EM to locate
these habitats (Garabedian et al. 2014, Graf et al. 2009, Vogeler et al. 2014). Some ecologists may
also view LiDAR models as black boxes (Junttila and Laine 2017). We believe that the strong
ecological basis underlying many of the EM may make them more appealing (when compared to
traditional metrics) to ecologists and modelers. For example, a metric such as canopy surface
roughness may be more intuitive in an ecological context than a height percentile of LiDAR
returns.
One important take-away message from our results is that different area-based models require
different predictors. We would not recommend that future modelers test all 129 EM as we have,
but instead use our results to choose those most likely to be meaningful predictors. Ultimately, a
top-performing model may include a combination of TM and EM. It falls upon each modeler to
select those measurements most likely to reflect the desired attribute based on knowledge of their
particular system.
1.5. Conclusions
The ecological metrics introduced here provide an alternative means of measuring LiDAR and
photogrammetric point clouds for predictive modelling of forest attributes. Our results show that
the EM can produce models with accuracies on par with those trained using traditional metrics
(such as those produced by the US Forest Service’s FUSION software suite), when trained and
applied to a single point cloud dataset.
There exists a large wealth of public LiDAR data in many parts of the world, but little of it
conforms to uniform standards. In order to make full use of these data, it is important that models
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trained using one point cloud dataset be applicable to another. The EM show promise in facilitating
model transference between point cloud datasets of different types and geographic locations.
We found different EM were useful predictors in modelling each of the three different forest
attributes. Those EM that quantified canopy height and tree size were important predictors of
biomass, while ones that quantified crown cover, individual tree tallies, crown shape, and canopy
roughness were important predictors of tree count. EMs that quantified canopy roughness and
point cloud parameters were important predictors of the percent of needleleaf trees.
Another benefit of EMs is the ecological basis that they offer modelers. By fusing the
individual tree crown and area-based techniques, the EM can provide better reasoning for model
predictions than summary statistics of point heights. Many of the EM are directly based on
ecological principles of crowding, crown and canopy characteristics, and allometry.
Overall, we believe that many of the EM proposed here may be of use to future modelers and
forest ecologists in terms of generalizability and understanding.
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CHAPTER 2
THE USE OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
TO INTERPRET LIDAR FOR FOREST INVENTORY
2.1. Introduction
Over the past two decades, airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) has become an
invaluable tool for remotely quantifying the three-dimensional structure of the forest canopy. This
has enabled scientists to estimate forest attributes over large areas traditionally only measurable
with an intensive field campaign. Attributes predicted with LIDAR include estimates of tree count,
height, species, stem volume, and aboveground biomass (Lim and Treitz 2004, Næsset 2002,
White et al. 2016). Such enhanced forest inventories (EFIs) have proven useful for research and
applications in forest and wildlife ecology, forest carbon cycling, and sustainable forest
management (Hudak et al. 2012, Graf et al. 2009, Woods et al. 2011).
The typical methodology used for developing EFIs is called the Area Based (AB) approach.
The AB approach utilizes predictive modelling to associate plot-based field measurements with
explanatory variables derived from various measures of a LiDAR dataset of the same forest area.
These models are then applied to make estimates of forest attributes for new areas without field
measurements (White et al. 2013). Numerous statistical techniques have been used to develop AB
models, among which linear mixed modelling and random forest imputation are common
modelling tools amongst many established modelling techniques (Penner et al. 2013, Latifi et al.
2010).
Model explanatory variables derived from LiDAR data can take several forms, but mostly
constitute either measurements of point height or distribution along the vertical stratum (Lim and
Treitz 2004, Næsset 2002, Means et al. 2000). Height measurements typically constitute summary
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statistics that calculate the mean, maximum, and percentile heights of points within each grid cell.
Distribution metrics quantify the proportion of points found above certain height thresholds. Since
their introduction in the early 2000s, these traditional height metrics (THMs) have been proven to
be effective predictors for modeling forest attributes (Nilsson et al. 2017. Goodbody et al. 2017).
Common software packages currently used for LiDAR EFI modeling, including FUSION
(McHaughey 2009) and rLiDAR (Silva et al. 2015), are based on extracting THMs from point
clouds.
Despite the well-established effectiveness of THMs, these metrics come with several
drawbacks. Many THMs are highly correlated with one another, and so care must be taken during
model development to avoid issues of multicollinearity (Junttila et al. 2015). Furthermore, THMs
generated from one LiDAR data set are sometimes not stable when applied to another due to
variation in acquisition parameters such as laser penetration, pulse density, and scan angle
(Goodwin et al. 2006, Roussel et al. 2017, Holmgren et al 2003). Finally, THMs do not quantify
measures of horizontal complexity, and so the nuance of distinct tree crown shapes is lost. This
may partly account for the difficulty in estimating tree count from THMs, as reported in previous
studies (Treitz et al. 2012, Hayashi e al. 2014, Shang et al. 2017).
Like LiDAR modelers, computer vision scientists have struggled to develop meaningful tools
for quantifying remotely sensed data. Early computer vision scientists developed a series of
metrics for estimating an image’s content using summary statistics of color histograms, detected
edges, and blobs (Antani et al. 2002). This methodology is known as feature engineering, and bears
some resemblance to LiDAR’s THMs. Feature engineering, however, has largely since been
discarded by the computer vision field in favor of deep learning, which can learn to self-identify
important spatial features in a dataset (LeCun et al. 2015).
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Deep learning is a form of machine learning, and refers primarily to artificial neural networks
of a sufficient complexity so as to interpret raw data without the need for human-derived
explanatory variables (LeCun et al. 2015). This differs from simpler neural networks (such as
perceptrons) which impute attributes using features such as THMs, and have been used to estimate
forest attributes in remote sensing for many years (Jin and Liu 1997, Joibary 2013, Niska et al.
2010). Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), such as those employed here, are a subdivision of
deep learning and are distinct in that they interpret spatial data by scanning it using a series of
trainable moving windows. The values of these windows are initially randomized. During training,
the CNN uses an optimizer to tune these values to identify useful features and objects for
estimating the response variable. This is accomplished without user input.
The first CNN was developed in 1995 to classify images of hand-written digits (LeCun and
Bengio 1995). However, the technique was largely underrepresented in scientific literature for the
following decade, partially owing to computational and software constraints (LeCun et al. 2015).
This changed in 2012, when a deep CNN (consisting of many layered convolutions) won the
ImageNet image classification competition by a wide margin (Krizhevsky et al. 2012, LeCun et
al. 2015). Since then, CNNs of increasing complexity and depth have consistently outperformed
models based upon feature extraction for computer vision (Szegedy et al. 2015, Taigman et al.
2014, He et al. 2016, Szegedy et al. 2017). Other variants, such as inception and residual models,
have also been developed to extract greater numbers of meaningful features by using windows of
varying sizes and preserve useful input data as it passes through the model (Smith and Topin 2016).
Though CNNs have been mostly developed for computer vision with two-dimensional
images, those in other fields are beginning to apply these algorithms to novel, three-dimensional
problems. A few studies have begun using deep learning for measuring and analyzing forest
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attributes. For example, Guan et al. (Guan et al. 2015) used a segmentation technique to isolate
tree crowns, and then used a neural network to classify species based on point distribution. In
another study, Ghamisi et al. (2017) applied a 2D CNN to estimate forest attributes from rasterized
LiDAR and hyperspectral data. A 2D CNN is designed to scan two-dimensional images, and is
only capable of identifying spatial features along two axes. A 3D CNN uses three-dimensional
windows to scan volumetric space, and identify spatial features in the X, Y, and Z axes. In this
context, a 2D CNN is only capable of scanning a height map derived from a LiDAR point cloud,
whereas a 3D CNN is capable of scanning the entire cloud for 3D features such as tree crowns,
stems, or branches.
Presently 3D CNNs have not been used to interpret LiDAR data for forest inventory; however
there are examples of their use in other fields. One study implemented a 3D CNN for use in
airborne LiDAR to identify helicopter landing zones in real time (Maturana and Scherer 2015).
Others have used them in conjunction with terrestrial LiDAR to map obstacles for autonomous
cars (Li 2016, Matti et al. 2017). One common application has been to identify malignancies using
3D medical scans (Prasoon et al. 2013, Kamnitsas et al. 2017, Yi et al. 2016). Several studies have
also used 3D CNNs for household object detection (Maturana and Scherer 2015, Qi et al. 2016,
Wu et al. 2016).
The goal of this study is to adapt common 2D CNN implementations to scan the 3D volumetric
pixels, or voxels, derived from a LiDAR point cloud to estimate aboveground biomass, tree count,
and the percent of needleleaf stems. Several CNN architectures were adapted, beginning with the
least complex (LeNet, LeCun and Bengio, 1995), and working towards deeper, more contemporary
architectures (Inception V3, Szegedy et al. 2016). We compare these architectures against one
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another, noting performance with model complexity and type. The best performing CNNs were
then tested against random forest and linear mixed models trained using THM.
2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1. Field Data
Deep learning is renowned for requiring extremely large datasets in order to calibrate
properly. Training datasets often consist of thousands, if not millions, of training examples
(Russakovsky et al. 2015). To meet this requirement, forest inventories from eight different sites
across the Northern New England/ Acadian forest region were aggregated (Table 1). Each site
often contained several inventories conducted by different agencies. We note that the models we
developed are not intended to represent the entire landscape, and serve only as comparisons
between model types.

Table 2.1. Background information regarding the field inventories used in this study. A list of field
inventory sites used for model training as well as the origin of the accompanying LiDAR (see
section 3.1), and the percent abundance of the most common species (defined as the top five
species composing greater than 5 % of the total makeup).
Site Name

Location

Number of
plots

LiDAR
Acquisition

Acadia National
Park

44° 20' N
68° 16' W

9

G-LIHT

Bartlett
Experimental Forest

44° 2' N
71° 17' W

46

NEON

University of
Maine’s Cooperative
Forest Research Unit

45° 11' N
69° 42' W

90

G-LIHT

50 % Piru, 42 % Abba

University of
Maine’s Dwight B.
Demeritt Forest

44° 55' N
68° 40' W

344

G-LIHT

28 % Acru, 23 % Abba, 10
% Thoc,
8 % Tsca, 7 % Piru
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Species*
69 % Piru, 8 % Thoc, 6 %
Acru,
5 % Pist, 5 % Abba
46 % Fagr, 18 % Tsca, 14
% Acru,
9 % Acsa, 5 % Beal

Table 2.1 Continued
32 % Tsca, 25 % Acru, 14
Harvard Forest
13,470
% Quru,
6 % Pist, 5 % Beal
25 % Pist, 24 % Acru, 21
43° 52' N
Holt Research Forest
2,002
G-LIHT
% Quru,
69° 46' W
7 % Piru, 7 % Abba
40 % Piru, 31 % Tsca, 11
Howland Research
45° 12' N
1,014
G-LIHT
% Thoc,
Forest
68° 45' W
10 % Acru
27 % Abba, 23 % Tsca, 13
Penobscot
44° 52' N
301
G-LIHT
% Pist,
Experimental Forest 68° 37' W
13 % Piru, 12 % Acru
*Species abbreviations are as follows: Abba = Abies balsamea, Acru = Acer rubrum, Acsa =
Acer saccharum, Beal = Betula alleghaniensis, Piru = Picea rubens, Pist = Pinus strobus, Tsca =
Tsuga canadensis, Thoc = Thuja occidentalis, Quru = Quercus rubra
42° 31' N
72° 11' W

G-LIHT and
NEON

All inventories consisted of stem-maps of varying sizes, on which all trees with diameters
greater than 11.4 cm were measured. In some inventories, heights were measured on only a subset
of trees, and so species-specific non-linear height-diameter models were generated following a
Chapman-Richards model form to impute tree height. Uncommon trees (primarily deciduous)
were grouped with similar species, separate models were developed for the five sites requiring
some height imputation. Some inventories were measured up to five years prior to the LiDAR
being acquired over that site. In these cases, trees were projected forward in time using the Forest
Vegetation Simulator’s Acadian Variant (Weiskittel et al. 2012). Table 2.2 contains summary
statistics of field inventory data. Several plots lay entirely within canopy gaps or non-forested
wetlands, and so had no trees. These were retained to better constrain the models.
Table 2.2. Summary statistics of the field inventory data used in this study.
Aboveground Biomass
(Mg/ha)
Tree Count (#)
Percent Needleleaf (%)

Min
0

Mean Max
185.7 715.7

SD
88.5

0
0

6.93
42.9

3.65
28.9

25
100
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We chose to model aboveground biomass, tree count, and the percent of needleleaf stems
(including Thuja occidentalis) as the performance of these models may be indicative of other
attributes which measure size, number, and types of trees. Biomass was estimated for each tree
using the component ratio method developed for the US Forest Inventory and Analysis program
(Woodall et al. 2010). This method makes use of species-specific localized stem volume and
component equations, which are then converted to biomass using specific gravity and a site
modifier.
The stem maps were segmented into 10 x 10 m grid cells, a comparatively small cell size for
this type of inventory. In using 10 m cells we were able to amplify the amount of training data
available through the use of smaller stem mapped plots, while retaining an area large enough to
include several whole tree crowns. In order to account for edge effects given the small plot size,
regional diameter to crown width equations were used to project the area of each tree’s crown in
space (Russell and Weiskittel, 2011). Tree-level biomass was then multiplied by the proportion
that each tree’s crown overlapped the plot. Thus, trees were treated as areas containing biomass,
rather than points with a binary in/out classification. All field-measured plots were larger than the
10 m grid cells used in this study, so the biomass proportion of trees with stems outside of the grid
cells were also accounted for, assuring unbiased predictions across multiple cells.
One common technique for increasing sample size in deep learning model applications is to
transform or rotate input images multiple times, and then calibrate a model using all of these quasinovel inputs (Amaral et al. 2014, Paulin et al. 2014). In a similar vein, there were instances in
which two LiDAR acquisitions overlapped a single plot, and we included both in the models. The
precise configuration of LiDAR returns will always vary from one LiDAR acquisition to the next.
In some instances plots were allowed to overlap one another by a maximum of 25 %. This allowed
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more 10 m cells to fit into many of the stem mapped areas, while retaining novel assemblages of
trees. A total of 17,537 field plots were generated for training and analysis in this study.
2.2.2. LiDAR Data
Airborne LiDAR data were acquired over the study areas in a series of flights conducted by
two entities. Data over 10,627 of the 17,537 field plots at seven sites were collected by NASA
Goddard’s LiDAR, Hyperspectral, and Thermal Imager (G-LIHT, Cook et al. 2013). The G-LIHT
sensor suite operates a Riegl VQ-480 LiDAR sensor with a 300 kHz scan rate and a 1550 nm
wavelength. The average pulse density ranged from 12-15 pls/m2. The remaining 6910 plots were
flown by the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON) using an Optech Gemini with a
167 kHz scan rate and a 1064 nm wavelength. The average pulse density was 9 pls/m2. All LiDAR
data were acquired between 2012 and 2016 in leaf-on conditions between June and August.
The LiDAR data were preprocessed first by normalizing points using a digital elevation model
so as to measure height above ground level. Next, the point clouds were clipped to the extent of
the field plots, representing the 10 x 10 m grid cells. The vertical space that we measured on each
plot extended 35 m above the ground, an elevation slightly higher than the tallest tree in the field
data. The point cloud was then binned into voxels measuring 25 x 25 x 33 cm, the dimensionality
of the voxelized point cloud was thus 40 x 40 x 106. We used rectangular voxels in order to reduce
the dimensionality of the vertical axis, and prevent horizontal features from being lost. The final
dimensionality of the voxels was determined through qualitative testing of several sizes using the
most simple model form (LeNet). Each voxel was assigned the value equal to the number of points
occurring within that 3D space. The input to the neural network was therefore a matrix of those
dimensions, upon which the three-dimensional kernels of a CNN could be passed over.
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2.2.3. Network Architecture
Convolutional neural networks consist of a series of data transformations, or layers, which
can be arranged like building blocks in order to form specific network architectures. The following
layer types were used in various combinations for the construction of the CNNs tested in this study:


Convolutional layers are a series of moving windows passed over data with spatial or
temporal relationships. The values of these windows are used as multipliers and are initially
randomized, but are defined over time as the network trains. Often these are used to identify
features such as edges.



Dropout layers are commonly applied following a convolution. These consist of
randomized removals of data. This can prevent overfitting of the network by altering
architecture during the training process, preventing specific pathways from becoming
relied upon (Srivastava et al. 2014).



Batch normalization is another layer frequently applied after a convolution, and is used to
standardize input data. This can speed up model training by ensuring data fall upon the
same scale from which weights are initially randomly derived. These shift subtly with each
training step, and so are another way of preventing model overfitting (Ioffe and Szegedy,
2015).



Activation layers are an essential component to any neural network. They act as thresholds
for data passage onto the next layer, similar to the action potential in a living neuron. The
most common type of activation function is the rectified linear unit (ReLU), which is a
linear gateway allowing only data with a value greater than zero to pass.
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Pooling layers are spatial aggregations of data. These are used primarily to reduce
dimensionality and condense important information. Maximum pooling is the most
common type of pooling, which takes the largest data value inside a moving window
(Hinton et al. 2012).
We tested five CNN architectures across a range of model complexity, assessing their

performance using the coefficient of determination (pseudo-R2), root mean squared error (RMSE),
and bias. Each had to be adapted to measure 3D voxel space rather than 2D pixels. This conversion
altered the dimensionality from each architecture’s native format, and so we attempted to replicate
each architecture’s proportional changes in dimensionality using convolutions and pooling. For
example, if an architecture called for a 5 x 5 kernel over a 30 x 30 image, we would scale our 3D
window to approximately the same proportion relative to the input, 7 x 7 x 18. This was also
balanced with the dimensionality required for the following layer.
1. The first network architecture we tested was LeNet, the earliest CNN (LeCun and Bengio,
1995). LeNet consists of two layers of convolutions each followed by maximum pooling and
dropout. These feed into a further two fully connected layers (consisting of a ReLU activator
and dropout) before producing a prediction.
2. The second network we tested was AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. 2012). First introduced in 2012,
this network is largely credited as the first ‘deep’ CNN, and it resulted in a dramatic increase
in image classification accuracy. AlexNet consists of five layers of convolutions, each with an
activator, with pooling following the first, second, and fifth convolutions. These lead into a
further three fully connected layers and a final prediction.
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3. Next we implemented GoogLenet, introduced in 2014 (Szegedy et al. 2015). GoogLeNet
improved upon image classification performance by introducing groups of convolutional
layers called inception layers. Inception layers are bundles of convolutions of varying sizes
and strides, useful for identifying different types of features. These are followed by batch
normalization and activation, with the outputs concatenated. GoogLenet begins with three
convolutional layers and pooling, and is followed by nine inception layers, with pooling after
the second and seventh inception layer. The data are then funneled into a single fully connected
output to achieve a prediction.
4. A series of networks succeeded GoogLenet, including Inception-V3 (Szegedy et al. 2016). This
expanded upon GoogLenet’s inception layers, adding additional convolutions with four
pathways by which the incoming data is analyzed before being concatenated. Inception-V3
begins with five convolution layers and two pooling layers, followed by eleven inception layers
of varying compositions, and pooling layers interspersed along the way to continuously reduce
dimensionality.
5. The final network architecture we tested was ResNet-50 (He et al. 2016). Rather than use
inception layers, ResNet-50 uses residual layers. Data entering a residual layer is subject to
several convolutions, batch normalization, and activation, the result of which is added to the
original input. By retaining the input values, useful information from the previous residual
layers is preserved and improved upon, reducing the potential for values running through the
network to drift. Our implementation of ResNet-50 contained an initial convolution, ReLU,
and pooling layer, followed by sixteen residual layers (each containing three convolutions)
with three pooling layers interspersed to gradually reduce dimensionality.
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Each of the neural networks were implemented using Google’s Tensorflow library (Abadi
et al. 2016). Of the 17,537 total plots, we randomly withheld 2,000. As is typical in many deep
learning applications, we segmented the data into three datasets. The largest dataset was comprised
of 15,537 plots and was used to train the model. A validation dataset comprised of 1,000 withheld
plots was used to determine the optimal stopping point of model training; which was the point at
which mean squared error of these data no longer decreased. A third dataset called the testing data
was comprised of another 1,000 withheld plots, and was used to assess model performance, as the
independence of the validation dataset was compromised upon its use. In instances for which
withheld plots had additional LiDAR flights over them, the additional LiDAR data were discarded.
Performance of each CNN was assessed by calculating the root mean squared error (RMSE)
and bias against each independent variable of the testing dataset. In order to settle on the optimal
architecture, we first trained each of the five models to estimate aboveground biomass. We selected
the best performing model and then used the same architecture to train the tree count and percent
needleleaf models. The assumption for this being that the architecture which best predicted
biomass was also the architecture which best interpreted LiDAR features.
2.2.4. Traditional Height Metrics Modeling
Models trained using the optimal CNN architecture were compared to models trained using
both linear mixed modelling and random forest in regression mode with THMs. We withheld the
same 2,000 plots as before, once again separating out those for training, validation, and testing
data. The THMs were generated for each plot using the rLiDAR package for the R programming
language (Silva et al. 2017). These metrics included measures of height percentiles, height
summary statistics, and percentages of returns above thresholds..
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For the purposes of model selection, we first generated small random forest models
consisting of only 50 decision trees for each of the three forest attributes. We then generated
importance values for each THM covariate using conditional variable importance, which is less
prone to importance inflation due to correlated variables (Strobl et al. 2008).
Using the top ten most important predictors of each attribute, we developed generalized
linear mixed models with site as a random effect. We then performed reverse stepwise regression
to select a final model form (Kuznetsova et al. 2015). Percent needleleaf models were developed
using a logistic form. The withheld testing data were used to assess model performance.
Next we developed new random forest models. Random forest can occasionally benefit
from variable selection in instances in which there are a large number unimportant variables (DiazUriarte and de Andrés, 2005). Using the preliminary importance values, we removed 15 % of the
variables with the lowest importance and then re-ran the model. We continued this process until
all variables had been removed, and then used the validation data to select the model form with
the lowest RMSE (Diaz-Uriarte and de Andrés, 2005). Fifteen percent of the THM were removed
from the biomass and tree count models, none were removed from the percent needleleaf model.
New models were then trained using these variables with 1000 decision trees. The withheld testing
data were again used to assess model performance.
All models were graphically examined using one-to-one plots between observed field
measurements and model predictions. In addition to a one-to-one line, loess regression was to fit
a moving trendline to this data. For this loess trend line, we used second order polynomials for the
fit, and used 66 % of observation to smooth the line at each value (Hayashi et al. 2016, Clevland,
1979).
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2.3. Results
We first compared results in terms of the RMSE and bias of aboveground biomass
predictions among each of the five CNN architectures relative to the models trained using the
THMs (Figure 2.1). Four of the five architectures we tested outperformed the both the linear mixed
model with traditional height metrics (LMM-THM) and the random forest model with traditional
height metrics (RF-THM) in terms of RMSE. Only the Inception-V3 CNN exhibited less absolute
bias than the THM-RF model, and equal absolute bias of the LMM-THM.

Figure 2.1. A comparison of biomass model performance by architecture. Results are shown
in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) and bias. Red lines represent the performance of
the random forest model trained on traditional height metrics. Models are listed in order of
complexity, which refers to the number of trainable parameters in the model. Note that the yaxis begins at a RMSE of 45 Mg/ha to better highlight differences in model performance.
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The best performing CNN architecture was Inception-V3, which was also the most
complex CNN, with the greatest number of layers and over 20 million trainable parameters.
Inception-V3 had a RMSE of 48.1 Mg/ha, representing an 11 % decrease in error from 54.1
Mh/ha with the RF-THM model, and a 16.5 % decrease from the 57.6 Mg/ha RMSE in the
LMM-THM model. The absolute bias of Inception-V3 was lower than the RF-THM and equal to
the absolute bias of the LMM-THM model, at 1.3 Mg/ha. This was 68 % lower than the next best
performing CNN architecture, GoogleNet with 4 Mg/ha bias. The architectures using inception
layers (GoogleNet, and Incepton-V3) were the top two performing architectures in terms of
lowest RMSE and bias.
Of the five CNN architectures, only AlexNet performed worse in terms of RMSE than the
LMM-THM and RF-THM models. AlexNet’s RMSE and bias were 59.7 and -3.9 Mg/ha
respectively. The next-worst performing CNN was ResNet-50, with a RMSE and bias of 53.8 and
4.2 Mg/ha, respectively. Models using residual layers have garnered some degree of popularity in
recent years, however these results indicate that they may not be as effective at quantifying LiDAR,
or at the very least require more fine tuning. LeNet performed slightly better than ResNet-50 in
terms of error, and equally in terms of bias despite its relative simplicity (53.3 Mg/ha and 4.2
Mg/ha).
Based on these results for modeling biomass, Inception-V3 models were assumed to be the
best for interpreting LiDAR data, and were developed for the other two desired forest attributes:
tree count and percent of needleleaf trees. Results of those models are shown in Table 2.3. Each
of the Inception-V3 CNNs outperformed the LMM-THM and RF-THM models in terms of RMSE,
however the improvement in accuracy was less pronounced for both the tree count and percent
needleleaf models than with the biomass estimation. Random forest models consistently had a
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lower RMSE and higher coefficient of determination (pseudo R2) than the linear mixed models,
while the linear mixed models had slightly lower absolute bias than random forest.
The CNN model predicting tree count resulted in 6 % less error than the RF-THM model and
10 % less RMSE than the LMM-THM, with a RMSE of 2.78 trees. However, the CNN model’s
bias was double that of THM-RF, at 0.2 and 0.1 trees, respectively. The LMM-THM exhibited
almost no overall bias in estimating tree count (.03 trees). With a 10 x 10 m cell size, these biases
represent between 3 - 20 trees/ha, which is a relatively low bias for all three models (0.5 – 2.8 %)
when taking into consideration that the mean value of these plots was 714 trees/ha.
The CNN model predicting percent needleleaf had a RMSE of 18.7 %, which is 2 % less than
the RF-THM model’s RMSE of 19.1 %, and 22 % less than the LMM-THM model’s RMSE of
24.1 %. The percent needleleaf CNN also had 60 % less bias than the RF-THM and 50 % less
absolute bias than the LMM-THM, with a bias of 0.2 %. Once again it should be noted that the
overall biases of all three percent needleleaf models are only several tenths of a percent, and thus
are negligible in any practical context.
Table 2.3. Performance of each of the Inception-V3 models alongside random forest and linear
mixed models (LMM) using traditional height metrics. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and
bias were used to quantify performance. When possible, error and bias as a percent of each
attribute’s mean are shown in parentheses.
Aboveground Biomass
Tree Count
Percent Needleleaf
(Mg/ha)
(#)
(%)
Pseud RMSE Bias Pseudo RMS
Bias Pseudo RMS Bias
o R2
R2
R2
(%)
(%)
E
(%)
E
(%)
THM with
0.55
57.6
-1.3
0.31
3.10
0.03
0.31
24.1
-0.4
LMM
(31.3)
(0.7)
(44.9) (0.5)
THM with
0.61
0.36
0.57
54.1
-1.6
2.96
0.1
19.1
0.5
Random
(29.5)
(0.9)
(43.0) (1.4)
Forest
Inception-V3
0.69
48.1
1.3
0.43
2.78
0.2
0.58
18.7
0.2
CNN
(26.1)
(0.7)
(40.3) (2.8)
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In order to determine whether biases were consistent across plots, predicted versus
observed values were plotted for each model type/forest attribute combination in Figure 2.2. In the
estimating biomass, the LMM-THM appeared to slightly over predict in the highest biomass plots,
while the CNN appeared to slightly under predict in the highest biomass plots (Figure 2.2 A, C).
It should be noted however, that few plots fell within these extremes, and that loess regression is
susceptible to outliers at the tail ends of data.
In predicting tree count, the LMM-THM and RF-THM both appeared to underestimate the
number of trees in plots with high tree counts (Figure 2.2 D, E). This trend is appears to be less
substantial in the CNN model, despite having more slightly more overall bias than both the THM
based models. In predicting percent needleleaf, the LMM-THM appeared to over predict in plots
with more needleleaf stems (Figure 2.2 G). Error was also greatest for this model around plots
with a mix of species. The RF-THM and the CNN models both tended to slightly over predict
percent needleleaf in plots with few needleleaf trees, and under predict in plots with a higher
percentage of needleleaf trees. Overall however, there appeared to be no obvious trend in observed
vs. fitted biases with model type.
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Figure 2.2. Predicted vs. observed plots for each of the three model types estimating
biomass, tree count, and percent needleleaf. The solid line is a one-to-one line, the dashed
red line is a loess regression fit of the data. Left: linear mixed models with traditional height
metrics (LMM-THM). Center: random forest models with traditional height metrics (RFTHM). Right: Inception-V3 convolutional neural networks (Inception-V3 CNN).
2.4. Discussion
Our results indicate that 3D CNNs can be used to develop an area-based forest inventory with
less error and often less bias than a model based upon traditional height metrics. Model
performance varied based on the specifics of the CNN architecture: those CNNs which made use
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of inception layers (GoogleNet and Inception-V3) outperformed those which did not. We also note
that the deeper inception-based CNN, Inception-V3, outperformed the shallower inception-based
GoogleNet. The CNN employing residual layers (ResNet-50) performed relatively poorly. We also
evaluated ResNet-35 and ResNet 101 models, and obtained poorer and similar results,
respectively. However, the top performing CNNs for image recognition presently make use of
layers which combine residual and inception elements (Szegedy et al. 2016); it is possible that
such a model may outperform those tested here.
In general the RF-THM models outperformed the LMM-THM models. Random forest models
resulted in lower RMSE and greater explained variance in terms of pseudo-R2. The linear mixed
models often had slightly lower absolute biased than the random forest models, but this benefit
was at times negated by greater bias in plots representing extremes. These finding match those of
others who have likewise concluded that random forest performs equal to or better than linear
modelling for LiDAR inventories (Penner et al. 2013, Hayashi et al. 2016). It should also be noted
that although the THM we tested here are the most popular means of measuring LiDAR for forest
attribute estimation, other studies have extracted different features from LiDAR and
accompanying spectral data which may perform differently (Bouvier et al. 2015, Tuominen and
Haapanen 2013, Vega et al. 2016).
Performance of the CNNs relative to the THM based models varied by the forest attribute
being predicted, though in every instance the CNNs produced a lower RMSE. In modelling
biomass and percent needleleaf, the CNNs performed equal to or better than THM based models
in terms of bias. The tree count CNN resulted in slightly more bias than both the THM models,
however in practical terms this bias was minimal, and both the THM based models appeared to
underestimate tree count to a greater extent in plots with greater numbers of trees.
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We note that the greatest performance gains of using CNNs over the THM based models in
terms of RMSE and explained variance were achieved when estimating biomass. However, it
should also be noted that we also spent a greater amount of time and effort modelling biomass, as
it was the attribute used to decide upon a model architecture. Neural networks offer modelers a
great number of user-specified hyperparameters and architecture decisions. We believe that model
performance was at least somewhat related to the amount of time spent manually fine-tuning these
during training. This usually amounts to more-or-less a game of trial and error, made harder given
the lengthy time it takes to train these models. Some studies have automated this process through
random searches or more sophisticated means of optimization (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012).
Many in the literature have noted that CNNs require a very large quantity of training data
to achieve optimal performance (Pinto et al. 2008, Krizhevsky et al. 2012). This will likely relegate
the use of CNNs to only those instances in which multiple forest inventories are combined, as was
the case here, or when a large national forest inventory dataset is used. We did however
demonstrate here that the number of plots used to train these models can be artificially inflated
through the collection of coincident remote sensing data. This mirrors results found by other
studies (Taylor and Nitschke 2017, Simonyan and Zisserman 2014), in which dataset size was
increased via transformations and the inclusion of many images rapidly taken of the same object.
Several studies have also achieved good results by generating artificial training data (Peng et al.
2015, Ros et al. 2016), and we believe that it may be possible to do the same with LiDAR. For
example, artificial plots could be generated by combining pieces of other plots, individual tree
crowns, or crowns derived from allometry or forest modeling (Fisher et al. 2016).
In terms of computational performance, we made no formal effort to assess the time it took
to train each model included in this study. We did note, however, that training the more complex
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models (such as Inception V3 and Resnet-50), could take one or more days using GPU acceleration
with an Nvidia Tesla k80. As settling upon the optimal model architecture and hyperparameters
will likely take many attempts, the modelling process may take days or weeks. A process called
“warm starting” may offer future modelers a potential solution by allowing them to reuse some or
all parameters of a pre-trained 3D CNN, reducing the amount of training time and field plots
required (Shin et al. 2016). We would also note that once the models were trained, predictions
could be made very rapidly at a landscape level, perhaps offsetting the initial cost in training time.
Critics of deep learning have justifiably noted that the results of a CNN may be more difficult
to explain given that these models lack human intuited covariates. This, combined with the size of
the models, makes it nearly impossible to trace the route of data through these models and justify
the result. It is possible however to visualize features identified by early layers of the model to get
an understanding of the shapes and patterns being used by the model to make predictions. These
visualizations are often referred to as feature maps (Zeiler and Fergus 2014, Yosinski et al. 2015).
The raw values of a feature map have little biological relevance, although the relative values score
features according to their utility in model predictions. The higher relative values on a feature map
highlights features that are more likely to be retained by the model following an activation
function. Figure 3 illustrates this with example feature maps generated over a plot. We note that
some convolution layers appear to be identifying edges (Figure 2.3 D), while others appear to be
identifying surfaces and possibly branches (Figure 2.3 B, C).
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Figure 2.3. Activation maps resulting from the first layer of LeNet. (A) The initial point
cloud prior to being input to the CNN model, colored by height. (B-D) Feature maps
resulting from the first layer of convolutions using LeNet. Red values represent areas of
higher interest to the model, blue and white areas of lower interest. Note that each
convolution detects different patterns and features in the voxelized point cloud.
In addition to area-based forest inventories, we believe that CNNs may also be able to
address the issue of individual tree segmentation. A wide array of algorithms have been put
forward for segmenting the crowns of individual trees from a LiDAR point cloud for the purpose
of developing a tree-list inventory (Hyyppä et al. 2008, Popescu 2007, Ayrey et al. 2017).
Concurrently, CNNs have been enormously effective in segmenting objects from photographic
and video imagery (Redmon et al. 2016, Szegedy et al. 2013). Most CNN-based segmentation
algorithms work by identifying potential bounding boxes of objects, and then analyzing the interior
of those bounding boxes to assess their validity. We believe that a similar algorithm could be
adapted to identify the 3D bounding boxes of individual trees. Another CNN-based segmentation
method known as semantic segmentation seeks to isolate individual pixels (or voxels) that
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represent a desired object (Long et al. 2015). We believe that this method could be of use in
classifying objects or terrain in LiDAR point clouds.
Another intriguing potential use for CNNs is in the development of pseudo-LiDAR point
clouds. A number of studies have demonstrated the ability of CNNs to essentially be trained in
reverse, producing images from other images or data (Kulkarni et al. 2015, Yan et al. 2016). These
types of CNNs are known as deconvolutional, inverse graphic, or transposed neural networks. For
example, a CNN could be trained to produce voxelized point clouds over a forested area from
either previous LiDAR, or a standard forest inventory. These could then be used to inform
modelers as to which features their neural networks are making use of, to test ecological
hypotheses, to aid in visualization, and perhaps even to project LiDAR point clouds forward in
time.
We have demonstrated that deep-learning methods using CNNs to interpret LiDAR data
sets can improve upon traditional methods for area-based predictions of forest attributes. However,
these improvements come with some drawbacks. Large amounts of training data, time, and effort
are required for any modeling application that uses deep learning. Ultimately it falls upon modelers
to use their own best judgment to decide whether improvements in model performance are worth
the effort involved in successfully training these models. That said, given our success and the
prevalent adoption of deep learning in related fields, it is safe to assume that deep learning will
play a large role in remote sensing in the future.
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2.5. Conclusions
We demonstrate here that deep learning via 3D convolutional neural networks can be
trained to interpret LiDAR point clouds for the estimation of forest attributes such as biomass, tree
count, and the percent of needleleaf trees. Our results indicate that CNNs of greater complexity
and those which make use of inception layers are most effective at prediction. Of the models tested,
the optimal model form was a 3D variant of Google’s Inception-V3. Given enough training data
and fine tuning, these models frequently outperformed traditional feature-based approaches for
modeling LiDAR.
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CHAPTER 3
SYNTHESIZING DISPARATE LIDAR AND SATELLITE DATASETS THROUGH
DEEP LEARNING TO GENERATE WALL-TO-WALL REGIONAL FOREST
INVENTORIES
Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) has become a commonly-used tool for generating
remotely-sensed forest inventories. However, LiDAR-derived forest inventories have remained
uncommon at a regional scale due to varying parameters (e.g., pulse density, acquisition timing)
among LiDAR data acquisitions. Here we present a regional model (covering most of New
England, USA) using a three-dimensional convolutional neural network (CNN), a form of deep
learning capable of scanning a LiDAR point cloud, combined with coincident satellite data
(spectral, phenology, and disturbance history). This approach identifies features useful for
predicting forest attributes, using those features to make a series of predictions across the region.
We compared this approach to the traditional modeling approach for making forest predictions
from LiDAR data (using height metrics and random forest), and found that the CNN had
consistently lower error rates for most attributes. We then applied the CNN to public data over
New England, generating maps of 14 forest attributes at a 10-m resolution over 85% of the region.
CNN model predictions for tree-size attributes were most successful. For example, aboveground
biomass estimates produced a root mean square error of 36 Mg/ha (44%) and were within the 97.5
% confidence of independent county-level estimates for 33 of 38 counties examined. CNN
predictions for stem-density and percent-conifer attributes were moderately successful, while
predictions for detailed species groupings were less successful. The approach outlines here shows
promise for improving the prediction of forest attributes from LiDAR data, and it suggests a path
forward for efficiently combining disparate LiDAR datasets in one modeling framework.
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3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Overview
Over the past two decades light detection and ranging (LiDAR) has become a common tool
for developing spatially-explicit forest inventories (Naesset 1997). Measurements of point cloud
datasets derived from LiDAR can be used to predict useful forest inventory attributes such as
biomass, stem volume, tree count, and species (Means et al. 2000, Jensen et al. 2006, Lim and
Treitz 2004). These inventories are useful for a wide range of applications, including assessing
carbon stocks (Patenaude et al. 2004), assisting in precision forestry (Woods et al. 2011), and
predicting wildlife habitat (Wulder et al. 2008, García-Feced et al. 2011).
Forest inventories are typically developed using the area-based approach (White et al.
2013), where the forest is segmented into a series of grid cells, ranging from 10 m to 1 ha in size.
First, the LiDAR point cloud and the desired forest attribute (e.g. stem density) are each measured
in a sample of grid cells. Next, predictive models, either parametric of non-parametric, are
developed relating the field measurements to the LiDAR measurements. Finally, these models can
be applied to every grid cell across a landscape to produce wall-to-wall estimates for attributes of
interest. The resulting maps are referred to as enhanced forest inventories (EFIs). A major
challenge with the area-based approach is that the final EFI is often limited to local predictions
due to variation in the underlying ground and LiDAR data specifications (e.g. Hayashi et al. 2015).
While LiDAR data are becoming increasingly available to the public, few studies
have emphasized mapping whole regions, focusing instead on specific municipalities or individual
parcels. One example of regional LiDAR modeling occurred in Sweden, which recently developed
nation-wide forest inventory maps at a 12.5 m resolution (Nilsson et al. 2017), while similar maps
have also been generated in Finland (Kangas et al. 2018). In Canada, large portions of Alberta’s
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forests have had their vegetative functional groups mapped (Guo et al. 2017), and in New
Brunswick, a provincial effort has resulted in near wall-to-wall LiDAR inventories (Dick 2019).
We note that each of these examples make use of largely homogeneous LiDAR datasets, which
minimizes the challenges identified below.
3.1.2 The Current Approach
One common difficulty in generating regional LiDAR inventories is that many regions are
comprised of a patchwork of LiDAR datasets acquired with various specifications, and with forest
analytics as a secondary objective. This is particularly problematic because the traditional
approach for measuring a LiDAR point cloud for the development of an EFI model involves taking
a series of summary statistics describing point heights and their vertical distributions. These
include measures of the mean, variance, and vertical quantiles, as well as proportions of points that
fall above certain height thresholds (McGaughey 2009, Silva et al. 2017). Unfortunately these
traditional metrics suffer from several drawbacks, such as (1) a high degree of collinearity, (2) a
propensity to change among acquisitions based on LiDAR sampling design (e.g. pulse density),
(3) a propensity to change based on forest phenology, and (4) limited ecological inference (Ayrey
et al., In press).
Several software suites exist for extracting height features from LiDAR, each producing
upwards of fifty metrics including the heights of every 10th percentile (Silvia et al. 2015). While
powerful predictors, many of these metrics are also highly correlated, creating a risk of model
overfitting without careful model selection (Junttila et al. 2015, Næsset et al. 2005). Unfortunately,
many studies make use of all available predictors and report on those most important, despite most
modelling techniques being unreliable for ranking highly collinear features.
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A standard measure for assessing LiDAR quality is pulse density, which refers to the
number of laser pulses landing within a given area (pls/m2). Pulse density can vary both between
and within LiDAR acquisitions, and frequently regional LiDAR collections consist of many
acquisitions in which pulse density varies by up to an order of magnitude. Many studies have found
that varying pulse density can adversely affect EFI predictions across different LiDAR data sets.
For example, Gobakken and Næsset (2008) noted that area-based predictions are strongly affected
by pulse density. Hansen et al. (2015) determined that EFI estimates could be subject to bias if
predictions were made on point clouds with densities different than those used to train the model.
Other differences in acquisition parameters related to LiDAR sampling design – such as sensor
type, pulse frequency, and flight altitude – can also result in different height features being
generated over the same area of forest (Næsset 2009, Goodwin et al. 2006). Seasonality also has
a major impact on LiDAR height features (Næsset 2005, White et al. 2015, Villikka et al. 2012),
particularly in deciduous forests where the presence of leaves can result in LiDAR beams being
intercepted higher in the canopy (Ørka et al. 2010). For these reasons, models developed using one
LiDAR acquisition are often not applicable to another, prohibiting regional LiDAR modelling
without unusually consistent LiDAR datasets (White et al. 2013).
3.1.3. Deep Learning
LiDAR EFI have generally been developed using parametric approaches like regression or
non-parametric approaches like random forest. Here we use deep learning to overcome these
obstacles by developing a single model for predicting forest attributes that is applicable across
many disparate LiDAR and satellite datasets. Deep learning is a form of machine learning, and
primarily refers to artificial neural networks of a sufficient complexity so as to interpret raw data,
without a need for human-derived explanatory variables. These differ from simpler neural
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networks (such as perceptrons), which make estimates using a set of features derived directly from
the data (e.g. height percentiles). Recently, deep learning has proven successful at classifying
imagery despite varying contextual information, such as light levels and background subject matter
(Krizhevski et al. 2012, LeCun et al. 2015, Reichstein et al. 2019). We posit that deep learning
will improve EFI modeling by identifying useful spatial features in the LiDAR point cloud without
the need for human-derived explanatory variables such as height metrics. These features can be
complex shapes and gradients in 3-D space that may be less subject to change relative to one
another with different acquisition parameters, such as the edges of tree crowns (Ayrey and Hayes
2018).
We implemented a spatial deep learning model called a convolutional neural network
(CNN). A CNN works by passing a series of moving kernels over spatial data. As the model trains,
the weights of those kernels are tuned to identify features useful for predicting the dependent
variables (such as the edges of objects). Deep CNNs stack many of these moving windows atop
one another, allowing the algorithm to quantify complex features. The 3-D CNN developed here
uses a volumetric window to quantify a LiDAR point cloud that has been binned into voxel-space.
The 3-D CNN is thus able to quantify vertical as well as horizontal features, and shapes such as
tree crowns, providing a level of complexity not captured by height metrics alone.
Early CNNs were developed in the late 1990s and were used to classify hand written digits
(Lecun and Bengio 2005). The technique was largely underrepresented in data science until
advances in computing power, technique, open-source tools popularized them beginning in 2012
(Krizhevsky et al. 2012). Since then, CNNs of increasing complexity have consistently
outperformed models based on feature extraction for computer vision tasks (Szegedy et al. 2015,
Tiagman et al. 2014, He et al. 2016). More recently, CNNs are increasingly being applied to remote
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sensing problems. For example, 2-D CNNs have proven successful for classifying aerial imagery,
hyperspectral, and LiDAR data (Rizaldy et al. 2018, Ghamisi et al. 2017, Castelluccio et al. 2015).
In relation to forestry, some have used segmentation algorithms to isolate individual trees
from LiDAR, then used 2-D CNNs to classify tree species (Guan et al. 2015, Ko et al. 2018). Work
is also being done using 2-D CNNs to identify individual tree crowns from high resolution imagery
(Weinstein et al. 2019, Li et al. 2016). Progress has also been made in adapting CNNs to scan
LiDAR point clouds in 3-D space. Similar CNNs that make use of voxels to quantify point clouds
have been used to identify household objects and malignancies in medical scans (Qi et al. 2016,
Maturana and Scherer 2015). Recently, Qi et al. (2017) introduced PointNet, designed to interpret
LiDAR data without voxels, although this technique does not make full use of the spatial
relationship between neighboring points. In a remote sensing context, Maturana and Scherer
(2015) used a 3-D CNN to identify helicopter landing zones from LiDAR data. Most similar to
this study, Ayrey and Hayes (2018) tested a variety of CNN architectures to interpret LiDAR data
for the estimation of forest attributes.
3.1.4. Objectives
The first objective of this study is to assess the value of deep learning in developing an
EFI, and compare it to traditional approaches for LiDAR modeling. A second objective is to
develop a regional EFI over the Acadian/New England Forest region, with a total of 85 %
coverage of the New England states using publically-available LiDAR. We assess deep
learning’s ability to overcome challenges resulting from disparate LiDAR datasets, and we
incorporate other remote sensing products such as spectral data, phenology, and disturbance
history to improve model accuracy. A final objective is to compare our deep learning-derived
mapped estimates of biomass, percent conifer, and tree count to estimates derived via the design-
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based U.S. national forest inventory program. The end result will be a series of near wall-to-wall
mapped forest inventory estimates of the region, with an assessment of error across space and
forest type. This will provide forest managers, ecologists, and climate modelers in the region
with an unprecedented amount of detailed information about the forest.
3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Forest Attributes
Our goal was to estimate many forest attributes that may be useful to ecologists, forest
managers, and modelers. The complete list is found in Table 1. For brevity, at points throughout
this manuscript we will highlight only the results of the aboveground biomass (AGB), percent
conifer (PC), and tree count (TC) estimations. All other attributes can also be considered
measurements of tree size, density, or species, and are often represented by these three.
Table 3.1. A complete list of forest attributes estimated in this study. Note that all estimates were
made exclusively on trees greater than 10 cm in diameter. Estimates were made as quantities per
cell, rather than per unit-area.

Forest Attribute

Units

Description

Aboveground Biomass
(AGB)
Total Biomass

kg

Basal Area

m2

Aboveground biomass as calculated by the USFS’s FIA component ratio
method.
Total woody biomass as calculated by the USFS’s FIA component ratio
method.
Basal area at breast height.

Mean Tree Height

m

Mean height of the trees’ apices. Not a measure of mean overall canopy
height.

Quadratic Mean Diameter

cm

Quadratic mean of diameter at breast height.

Volume, Total

m3

Total inner bark volume of each tree’s bole.

Volume, Merchantable

m3

Total merchantable inner bark volume of each tree’s bole; starting at 10 cm
above ground and ending at a height of 10 cm in diameter.

Tree Count
(TC)
Percent conifer stems
(PC)
Percent spruce/fir
(Abies-Picea)
Percent Pinus strobus

#

Total number of trees.

%

Percentage of conifer stems.

%

Percentage of spruce or fir species stems.

%

Percentage of white pine (Pinus strobus) stems.

kg
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Table 3.1 Continued
Volume of deciduous

m3

Total inner bark volume of deciduous tree boles.

Volume of spruce/fir
(Abies-Picea)
Volume of Pinus strobus

m3

Total inner bark volume of spruce or fir tree boles.

m3

Total inner bark volume of white pine (Pinus strobus) tree boles.

3.2.2. Training Data
For most applications deep learning requires very large datasets (Russakovsky et al. 2015).
To meet this requirement we combined 13 distinct forest inventories collected at 32 sites
(Supplementary Table A1). Within each inventory all trees greater than 10-cm in diameter were
stem-mapped with species and diameter recorded. In several inventories, tree heights were
measured on a subset of trees, so site- and species-specific non-linear height-diameter models were
generated using a Chapman-Richards model form to impute tree height using site-specific data.
Some inventories were also measured up to ten years prior to LiDAR acquisition. In instances in
which the temporal discrepancy between LiDAR and field data exceeded two years, tree
measurements were projected forward in time accordingly using the Forest Vegetation Simulator’s
Acadian Variant (Weiskittel et al. 2017).
Total and merchantable volume was estimated using species-specific regional taper
equations (Li et al. 2012) with a 10 cm upper stem diameter threshold for the latter. Biomass was
estimated using the component ratio method developed for the US Forest Service, Forest Inventory
and Analysis (FIA) program (Woodall et al. 2011).Each of the stem-mapped inventories were
aligned visually with the LiDAR to correct for GPS error in plot location, and segmented into
10x10 m grid cell plots. We selected this cell size to maximize the number of unique plots
available, while retaining plots large enough to contain several entire tree crowns. While they
provide highly spatially-explicit data, this plot size is relatively small compared to those used in
other studies, and thus may be prone to edge effects.
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We accounted for edge effects by using regional diameter-to-crown width equations to
project each tree’s crown in space (Russell and Weiskittel 2011). Tree level basal area, biomass,
and volume allometry were then multiplied by the proportion that each tree’s crown overlapped
the plot. Trees were therefore treated as areas containing biomass, rather than points that could lie
one or another side of a plot boundary (Ayrey et al. 2019). This mimics the method by which the
remote sensing instrument measures the trees, as LiDAR or imagery has no means of measuring
the precise location of a tree’s stem. Figure 1.1 demonstrates this correction. Preliminary testing
using a subset of the data indicated that this correction greatly improved model performance,
increasing explained variance by up to 25 %.
We also augmented the sample size of our training data by allowing plots to overlap one
another by a maximum of 25 %, and by including multiple LiDAR acquisitions of the same plot,
given that the configuration of LiDAR returns always varies between acquisitions. Similar
augmentation techniques, such as transforming or rotating input images multiple times, and using
adjacent still frames of videos have been successfully used in deep learning for many years
(Taylor and Nitchke 2017). Lastly, we included 500 plots with no trees to allow for better
predictions in low-vegetation environments; these were sampled randomly across Northern New
England using the 2011 National Land Cover Database (Homer et al. 2015). The associated
LiDAR point clouds from these plots were then manually checked for trees and discarded if trees
were found.
Ultimately we assembled 24,606 plots for model training and preliminary evaluation. Of
these, we randomly withheld 4,000 plots, including 1,000 for model validation (to determine the
optimal stopping point during deep learning training), and 3,000 for model testing (used for model
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comparison and selection). Augmented plots related to withheld plots were removed from the
training dataset, thus the final training set was comprised of 17,432 plots.
3.2.3 Remote Sensing Data
3.2.3.1 LiDAR
We aggregated 49 public LiDAR datasets from across the region, combining acquisitions
of varying pulse density and seasonality. Although much of the pubic LiDAR in the US Northeast
is flown leaf-off, we chose to develop models capable of functioning in either state (leaf-off or
leaf-on) to allow for potential future integration with leaf-on Canadian Maritime data. The training
data ultimately consisted of a 53 to 47 % split between leaf-off and leaf-on respectively.
The majority of the LiDAR used for this study was funded and hosted by the US Geological
Survey’s national 3D Elevation Program (3DEP). These data were captured in leaf-off conditions
between 2006 and 2018 at resolutions ranging from 0.5 to 10 pls/m2. We also incorporated LiDAR
data acquired by NASA Goddard’s LiDAR Hyperspectral and Thermal Imager (G-LIHT) as well
as the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON). These data were acquired in leaf-on
conditions over several of our training sites with pulse densities ranging from 5 to 16 pls/m 2.
Finally, we incorporated several private LiDAR datasets for training, including one each over the
Penobscot Experimental Forest in Maine, Baxter State Park in Maine, and Noonan Research Forest
in New Brunswick. Each of these had an average pulse density of 5 to 6 pls/m2, where the first two
were leaf-off and the third leaf-on. Both pulse density and seasonality were included as model
predictors.
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3.2.3.2 Satellite Variables
We also chose to include satellite derived spectral indices, disturbance metrics, and
phenology data in our models for predicting forest attributes. Each of these are spatially contiguous
across our study area, and have proven useful for predicting forest attributes (Zheng et al. 2004,
Pflugmacher et al. 2012, Clerici et al. 2012). All satellite data processing was done in Google Earth
Engine (Gorelick et al. 2017).
Using Sentinel-2b data, we generated maps of six spectral vegetation indices: Normalized
Burn Ratio (NBR, Key and Benson 2999), Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI, Rouse
et al. 1973), Normalized Difference Moisture Index (NDMI, Cibula et al. 1992), Red-Edge
Chlorophyll Index (RECI, Gitelson at al. 2006), Greenness Index (GI, Hunt et al. 2011) and
Triangular Chlorophyll Index (TCI, Hunt et al. 2011). Landsat-8 imagery was used to generate
three tassel-cap indices (brightness, greenness, and wetness, Crist 1985). This imagery was
acquired between 2015 and 2017, imagery from between the 150th and 244th Julian days were used.
All images were cloud-masked, and a single median composite was then developed for the study
area. Resolutions greater than 10 m were resampled to match our plot size.
We incorporated disturbance history in our models by using a time-series of annual Landsat
5-8 satellite image composites (1984-2017) and the LandTrendr disturbance detection algorithm
(Kennedy et al. 2010). The algorithm performs a regression-based curve fitting procedure which
divides each pixel’s time-series of spectral values into linear segments. This process denoises the
time-series by removing non-significant changes in spectral values associated with atmospheric
noise and phenology. We ran LandTrendr using three spectral indices: tasseled cap greenness and
wetness, as well as NBR. Instances in which LandTrendr identified a vertex in at least two of the
three bands, within two years of one another were retained as disturbances. We then condensed
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these data into the year of last disturbance and the magnitude of that disturbance (as a percent of
vegetation index change).
Finally, we estimated growing season length across our study area using Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data with a resolution of 500 m. This was derived
by subtracting the mean Julian dates of greenness onset from dates of senescence, which has been
demonstrated to correlate well with site quality, thereby aiding models that primarily use tree
height to infer tree size (Xhang et al 2006).
3.2.4 Deep Learning Modeling
3.2.4.1 Data Preparation
We first prepared the LiDAR data to be scanned by the 3D-CNN by converting it from a
point cloud with each data point representing an X, Y, and Z value, to volumetric pixels (voxels).
A height-normalized point cloud was voxelized by segmenting each 10 x 10 x 35 m space
(representing a grid cell) into 40 x 40 x 105 bins, and then tallying the number of LiDAR points
within each bin. Thus, each voxel represented a space of 25 x 25 x 35 cm on our plot. We used
vertically rectangular voxels to reduce dimensionality and retain horizontal features. Voxel size
was determined through qualitative testing of several size configurations using a reduced model
form. Ultimately the voxel data took the form of a 3D tensor, over which the kernels of a CNN
could be passed. Although CNNs often perform better and train faster when applied to standardized
data (Krizhevsky et al. 2012), we attempted several standardization techniques (e.g. z-score,
presence/absence) and found no such improvement.
3.2.4.2 Model Architecture
Our deep learning model architecture was based loosely on Google’s Inception-V3 (Szegedy et al.
2016), which was determined by Ayrey and Hayes (2018) to be better suited for forest estimation
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than several other commonly-used CNN architectures. The underlying model-form was converted
to interpret 3D data, and care was taken to maintain similar proportional dimensionality to the
original model (designed to interpret images with a resolution of 224 x 224 pixels). The full model
architecture is presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. The full architecture of the Inception-VS neural network used to predict forest attributes from LiDAR and satellite data.
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Inception-V3 consists of a series of preliminary convolution and pooling layers, followed
by inception layers, which consist of a number of convolutions of varying sizes that are passed
over the incoming data, each designed to detect different features, and are then concatenated.
Inception-V3 consists of nine inception layers back to back, with intermittent pooling to reduce
dimensionality. The final inception layer is fed into a fully connected layer for a classification or
regression prediction. Each convolution was followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) threshold
function and batch normalization.
The deep learning model was first trained to estimate only AGB using LiDAR. We used
transfer learning to initialize the weights of a more complex model using the weights from the
simpler one, which was designed to simultaneously predict all 14 of our forest attributes (Table 1).
Each forest attribute was standardized using z-scores, thus placing their values on the same scale.
A single loss function was then used to optimize the model to predict all forest variables (Equation
below), whereby the mean of the squared error of the k standardized forest attributes is summarized
to a batch level mean of n training samples:
𝑁

𝐾

𝑖=1

𝑗=1

1
1
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑ ∑( ℎ𝜃 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) − 𝑥𝑖𝑗 )2
𝑛
𝑘
We included the satellite data as side-channel information by first developing a multi-layer
perceptron to estimate AGB directly from the satellite variables. We used the weights from this
model to initialize a subcomponent of the larger model, which produced a 40 x 40 tensor that was
then concatenated onto the LiDAR voxels (Zhou et al. 2017).
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3.2.5 Traditional Modeling
We developed traditional models using the standard suite of LiDAR height metrics, derived
using the Rlidar package (Silva et al. 2015). This package produces a series of summary statistics
of LiDAR return heights and proportions above certain height thresholds. We discarded metrics
that made use of LiDAR intensity and return counts, as these could not be normalized between the
different LiDAR acquisitions. We filtered out points lower than 0.5 m above ground, and used a
2-m threshold for many of the proportional metrics. Previous studies in the region have used
similar cutoffs (Hayashi et al. 2014). We also included the aforementioned satellite-derived
metrics, as well as pulse density, and seasonality. In total 41 covariates were derived from the
LiDAR and satellite data.
Random forest imputation in regression mode was used to model each of the forest
attributes (Breiman 2001). Other studies conducted on subsets of our dataset have demonstrated
that this modelling technique outperforms linear mixed-effects modelling (Ayrey and Hayes 2018,
Hayashi et al. 2015). Although random forest is untraditional in that it is non-parametric, we refer
to it as such because it has become widespread in the field of LiDAR modeling, and has been a
recommended modeling technique for many years (White et al. 2013). We used a Variable
Selection Using Random Forest to eliminate unimportant predictors (Genuer et al. 2015). New
models were then developed using 2000 decision trees and one-third variable selection at each
node-split. These hyper-parameters were fine-tuned using a subset of the data.
The random forest models were trained and validated using the withheld test plots.
Although accuracy can be assessed using out-of-bag sampling, we used the same validation
scheme as the deep learning models due to data augmentation and consistency.
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3.2.6 Validation
The training, validation, and testing data derived from the 13 individual forest inventories
are likely not fully representative of the landscape, leading to problems with spatial-autocorrelation
at the regional scale. We therefore performed two phases of validation. The first phase of validation
made use of the 4,000 withheld plots. This was used for model comparisons between deep learning
and traditional modelling, and to settle on the final model form.
The second phase of validation made use of an independent dataset, and was used to assess
the performance of the best model from the first phase once it had been applied across the New
England landscape. For this phase we used the United States Forest Service’s FIA national
inventory plot data as a ground-truth. These consisted of approximately 7,500 plots placed
randomly within a stratified-nested sampling scheme within the states of Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont. We used these to determine map
error and bias, assess spatial-autocorrelation across the landscape, and compare our inventory
estimates to FIA county-level estimates. We assessed error in Connecticut and Rhode Island
separately as their forests increasingly represent a Mid-Atlantic forest type not fully represented
by the training data. We removed buildings from our maps using a building mask of the United
States developed by Microsoft’s Bing Maps Team using high resolution imagery (Bing Maps
Team 2018).
The FIA plots consist of a nested plot design that includes four 7.3 m radius subplots placed
36.6 m away from one another. The subplots have an area of 168 m2, while the entire FIA plot
taken as an aggregate has an area of 672 m2. The individual subplot measurements were more
affected by errors in plot location, as these were more subject to intra-canopy variability. A
preliminary finding that the center plots (on which the GPS point is taken) produced a lower error
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than the subplots reinforced this conclusion. The aggregate plot-level measurements were less
prone to location errors, but did not necessarily represent the entire range of variability that one
would expect in a 10-m grid cell. Validation plots require roughly the same area as the grid cells
being validated so that each have a similar range in values. We therefore assessed accuracy at a
subplot- and plot-level, but used the plot-level errors to perform additional analyses. This is
roughly equivalent to assessing error were the map resampled to a 20-m resolution.
We decided not to use FIA plots for model training for several reasons: (1) The FIA nested
plot design was not compatible with our edge correction technique. (2) FIA plot locations are
imprecise and recorded with a consumer-grade GPS, and frequently have an error greater than the
size of our cells.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Phase One Validation and Model Comparison
The first validation phase made use of withheld plots to compare 14 random forest models
using height and satellite metrics to two Inception-V3 CNNs. The first CNN made use of only the
LiDAR point cloud, while the second made use of the LiDAR point cloud and satellite metrics.
Results in terms of RMSE and bias are displayed in Table 2. With respect to RMSE, both CNNs
outperformed random forest in predicting 12/14 forest attributes (the two exceptions being
predictions of percent conifer and percent spruce-fir). In terms of absolute bias, random forest
outperformed both CNNs in 7/14 metrics. We note that in many comparisons of bias, the absolute
difference between models was negligible.
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Table 3.2. Results in terms of RMSE, RMSE as a percent of mean (%), and bias of three models.
Random forest models trained using LiDAR height and satellite metrics, an Inception-V3 model
trained using only the LiDAR point cloud, and an Inception-V3 model trained using the LiDAR
point cloud and satellite metrics. Highlighted in green are the best values achieved.
Random
Forest with
Satellite
Metrics
RMSE
(%)

Bias

Inception-V3
without
Satellite
Metrics

Inception-V3
with
Satellite
Metrics

RMSE
(%)

RMSE
(%)

Bias

Bias

BIOAG
48.5
34.5
33.2
1.3
-1.5
-1.2
(29.4)
(20.9)
(20.1)
(Mg/ha)
PC
15.7
14.2
13.3
-2.3
-1.7
-0.1
---(%)
TC
2.51
2.10
1.75
-0.6
-0.03
-0.01
(37.2)
(31.1)
(26.1)
(#)
BIOTOT
58.2
41.5
40.0
-1.4
-2.58
1.2
(29.1)
(20.8)
(18.6)
(Mg/ha)
BA
0.083
0.065
0.063
-0.004
-0.009
-0.001
(24.5)
(19.3)
(20.0)
(m2)
HT
2.6
2.1
1.5
0.14
0.6
-0.07
(15.2)
(12.0)
(9.1)
(m)
QMD
5.9
4.3
3.8
0.2
0.2
0.1
(23.9)
(17.2)
(15.3)
(cm)
PSF
10.8
9.5
8.3
-3.6
-0.2
0.1
---(%)
PWP
8.6
6.7
6.6
-0.1
0.1
-0.3
---(%)
VOL
0.81
0.580
0.558
-0.019
-0.022
-0.013
(27.5)
(19.7)
(18.9)
(m3)
VOLM
0.751
0.545
0.524
-0.016
-0.033
-0.012
(27.8)
(20.1)
(19.3)
(m3)
VOLD
0.756
0.460
0.446
-0.002
-0.023
0.001
(60.6)
(36.9)
(35.8)
(m3)
VOLSF
0.31
0.227
0.238
0.016
-0.017
0.007
(91.4)
(67.1)
(70.2)
(m3)
VOLWP
0.483
0.388
0.383
-0.075
-0.039
-0.016
(94.2)
(75.6)
(74.6)
(m3)
* Forest attribute abbreviations are as follows: BIOAG = Aboveground biomass, PC = Percent conifer, TC = Tree
Count, BIOTOT = Total biomass, BA = Basal area, HT = Mean tree height, QMD = Quadratic Mean Diameter, PSF
= Percent spruce or fir, PWP = Percent Pinus strobus, VOL = Inner bark volume, VOLM = Merchantable volume,
VOLD = Deciduous volume, VOLSF = Spruce or fir volume, VOLWP = Pinus strobus volume

The comparison between CNNs with and without satellite metrics illustrated that the
satellite metrics improve the final model’s performance. In terms of RMSE, the CNN with satellite
metrics outperformed the one without 100 % of the time. The CNN without satellite metrics had
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less absolute bias in predicting 3/14 metrics. Despite this, the proportional improvement in terms
of both RMSE and bias after the addition of satellite metrics was relatively small.
3.3.2 Phase Two Validation (CNN Only)
We performed the second phase of validation after using the best performing model
(CNN with satellite metrics) to map each of the forest attributes across New England. In the
second phase each of the mapped attributes were validated using FIA plots. Table 3 displays the
results of this validation in terms of RMSE, RMSE as a percent of mean (nRMSE), and bias at
both the subplot- and plot-level. We assessed error in Northern and Southern New England
separately because our training data was located only in Northern New England. We did not
assess random forest performance in this phase because these models were not applied at a
regional level; such an effort would have been computationally costly in the extreme and was
deemed unnecessary given our model selection process in the first phase. Model error at the
subplot level was considerably higher than error at a plot level for each forest attribute. This is to
be expected given that smaller areas are more likely to contain extreme values, and the subplot
values are more likely to be affected by GPS inaccuracy. The opposite trend could be seen for
bias, with 10/14 attributes exhibiting greater bias at the plot-level.
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Table 3.3. Results in terms of RMSE as a percent of mean (%), and bias of the Inception-V3 model using FIA plot data for validation.
Assessments were made using the FIA subplots (roughly corresponding to 10 m cell validation) and the FIA plots taken as an aggregate
(roughly corresponding to 20 m accuracy).

Northern
New
England
(MA,
ME, NH,
and VT)
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Southern
New
England
(CT and
RI)

BIOAG
(Mg/ha)

PC
(%)

TC
(#)

BIOTOT
(Mg/ha)

BA
(m2)

HT
(m)

QMD
(cm)

PSF
(%)

PWP
(%)

VOL
(m3)

VOLM
(m3)

VOLD
(m3)

VOLSF
(m3)

VOLWP
(m3)

FIA
SubplotLevel
Assessmen
t
FIA
PlotLevel
Assessmen
t

RMSE

54.3

26

4.77

65.3

0.120

3.9

7.1

22

15

0.944

0.870

0.613

0.400

0.587

(%)

79

--

96

79

40

47

--

--

81

84

125

224

365

Bias

-0.2

1.4

-0.61

0.6

71
0.003

1.13

0.0

-2.0

-0.2

0.049

0.071

-0.009

-0.030

0.004

RMSE

36.0

20.1

2.93

43.2

0.079

2.7

4.5

12.3

0.625

0.578

0.436

0.330

0.454

(%)

44

--

56

43

41

24

27

17.
9
--

--

46

48

61

155

235

Bias

-2.0

2.8

-0.57

-1.57

0.001

1.06

-0.5

-2.4

0.3

0.059

0.076

0.041

-0.044

0.034

FIA
Plot-Level
Assessmen
t

RMSE

44.3

18.9

1.94

53.1

0.069

2.8

5.4

11.
3

11.6

0.665

0.970

0.649

0.312

0.796

(%)

39

--

58

39

37

23

28

--

--

43

68

50

5588

514

Bias

-3.46

12.1

0.69

-3.42

0.013

1.33

-1.8

6.9

2.0

0.214

0.326

-0.112

0.145

0.231

* Forest attribute abbreviations are as follows: BIOAG = Aboveground biomass, PC = Percent conifer, TC = Tree Count, BIOTOT = Total
biomass, BA = Basal area, HT = Mean tree height, QMD = Quadratic Mean Diameter, PSF = Percent spruce or fir, PWP = Percent Pinus strobus,
VOL = Inner bark volume, VOLM = Merchantable volume, VOLD = Deciduous volume, VOLSF = Spruce or fir volume, VOLWP = Pinus
strobus volume
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Results of the second phase of validation indicated that two phases were in fact necessary
to obtain a more representative assessment of regional model performance. Plot level RMSE was
worse than the RMSE obtained from the first phase of validation in 13/14 forest attributes,
indicating that the withheld plots likely did not represent landscape heterogeneity. For some
forest attributes this difference was relatively minor. Performance of the tree count, mean height,
and species estimates were notably worse in the second phase of validation. The error of each of
these values increased between 41-90 % from that observed in the first phase of validation.
Overall, the error and bias of attributes representing tree size were considerably lower
than those representing species or stem density. Aboveground biomass, total biomass, basal area,
mean tree height, QMD, inner bark and merchantable volume all had a plot-level nRMSE of less
than 50 % in Northern New England. In contrast, tree count had an nRMSE of 56 %. Model
performance was poorest in volume estimates of species groups. Estimates of the deciduous
volume had a relatively high nRMSE, 61 %. Estimates of spruce-fir, and Pinus strobus volume
both had nRMSEs above 150 %, and could generally be considered not useful. We did not assess
nRMSE of the percent species group estimates. The RMSE and bias of percent spruce-fir and
percent Pinus strobus were lower than that of percent conifer, likely because their average values
are smaller. Qualitatively, the maps of percent conifer appeared better, with the other species
estimates suffering from banding and local biases.
We also assessed model performance of AGB, PC, and TC in Northern New England
spatially and by plotting their predicted verses observed values. Figure 3.2 illustrates the plotlevel bias of each of these forest attributes. We note that the AGB bias appears to be fairly
evenly distributed across the landscape, with consistent model biases not immediately apparent.
Negative PC bias appear to be clustered mostly in eastern Maine, where greater number of
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conifers are likely to be found, indicating that the model is underestimating in areas of
proportionally higher conifers. Likewise, negative bias in Vermont is an indication that the
model is underestimating in areas with proportionally fewer conifers. Tree count followed a
similar trend, greater negative bias was encountered in more northern areas, which correspond to
both greater stem density and more industrial forests.

Figure 3.2. FIA plot-level residuals are plotted for three of mapped forest attributes. Red areas
denote model underestimation, blue areas denote model overestimation.
These trends can also be observed in the predicted versus observed plots (Figure 3.3).
Biomass residuals fall relatively tightly along the 1:1 line. Little to no attenuation is observed at
higher biomass values. Percent conifer residuals seemed to indicate a tendency to overestimate in
low conifer environments, and underestimate in high conifer environments. Finally, tree count
residuals appeared to follow the 1:1 line in low-medium density conditions, but often severely
underestimated tree count in high-density conditions.
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Figure 3.3. Predicted versus observed plots using FIA plot-level validation.
We assessed model performance across different LiDAR datasets by plotting the
Northern New England plot-level bias as a function of pulse density (Figure 3.4). We used
lowess regression to fit a moving trendline to the data using 75 % of observations to smooth the
line at each value. No biases stemming from pulse density were apparent in this visualization,
with the trend lines for biomass and tree count consistently near-zero, and the trend line for
percent conifer showing a slight positive bias, but with no apparent trend with pulse density.
Nevertheless, banding was visible percent conifer and tree count maps in regions of very low
pulse density (not shown). Bands appeared to follow trends in average scan angle along each
flight line, and may have been a function of pulse density and scan angle combined.
Unfortunately, we did not map mean scan angle across the landscape a-priori as we did pulse
density.
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Figure 3.4. Bias by pulse density in Northern New England using FIA plot-level validation. The
dashed blue line is a lowess regression fit of the data.
3.3.3 County-Level Comparisons
With the region mapped using the best performing CNN, we compared county level
estimates derived by summing the values of our map with FIA county-level design-based
estimates. These results are summarized in Table 4. We chose the 38 counties in Northern New
England with complete LiDAR coverage. Initially we used all FIA plots within a county measured
within two years of the LiDAR acquisition. We discovered however, that a large number of FIA
plots without measured trees were located in suburban environments with trees. This resulted in
underestimates by the FIA data of each forest attribute, so plots that were denoted as having no
trees that fell within semi-forested suburbs were removed after manual aerial photo interpretation.
Our aboveground biomass predictions fell within the 95 % confidence interval of the FIA’s
in 31/38 counties, and within 97.5 % confidence interval in 33/38 counties. Across these counties
the FIA estimated 4 % more biomass then did our map. This is to be expected given that our maps
frequently had gaps between LiDAR acquisitions and occasionally had missing LiDAR tiles. The
FIA’s lack of urban tree sampling likely also played a large role in this discrepancy. Eight of the
counties were classified by the US Census Bureau as having an urban population greater than 50
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%. In these urbanized counties FIA estimates were an average of 13 % lower than ours when
including empty plots in suburban forested areas, and 11 % greater than ours after these plots were
removed.
In estimating percent conifer, 25/38 of our estimates fell within the 95 % confidence
interval of the FIA’s estimate. In agreement with the map of residuals, the percentage of conifers
was significantly underestimated in 6/11 counties in Maine, and significantly overestimated in 4/8
counties in Vermont. In 16/19 counties in Massachusetts and New Hampshire, our estimate of
percent conifer was within the 95 % confidence interval of the FIA’s. Across the entire landscape
the two estimates were within 0.2 % of one another.
County-level tree count estimates fell within the FIA’s 95 % confidence interval 30/38
times. Once again, counties in Maine with greater numbers of small trees were more likely to be
underestimated. In 5/12 Maine counties, mapped estimates of tree count were significantly lower
than the FIA’s estimates. Outside of Maine 24/27 counties had mapped estimates within the 95 %
confidence interval of FIA estimates. This is likely owing to an overall greater stem density in
Maine due to more intensive industrial forestry, and a general tendency of boreal forests to be
denser.
Table 3.4. Results of the county-level comparison. County-level estimates of total aboveground
biomass (BIOAG), percent conifer (PC), and tree count (TC) are compared using the FIA’s designbased sampling and summations of our forest inventory maps. Blue denotes mapped estimates that
fell within the 95 % confidence interval of the FIA’s estimate, yellow denotes estimates that fell
within 97.5 %, red denotes values that estimates that differed from the FIA.
State

County

FIA AGB
(Petagrams)

CNN AGB
(Petagrams)

FIA PC
(%)

CNN PC
(%)

FIA TC
(Millions)

CNN TC
(Millions)

Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine

Cumberland
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Penobscot
Piscataquis

21.47 ± 3.48
29.25 ± 3.54
17.29 ± 2.95
7.52 ± 2.08
9.06 ± 2.07
56.87 ± 4.64
64.96 ± 5.18

18.75
29.57
16.72
5.48
8.31
56.21
61.13

34.45 ± 5.70
55.63 ± 5.09
30.04 ± 5.40
42.67 ± 9.24
35.02 ± 8.28
51.11 ± 3.58
50.86 ± 3.49

26.71
43.25
28.86
30.68
32.43
43.26
46.27

106.57 ± 17.47
277.55 ± 32.08
112.41 ± 19.54
52.47 ± 13.05
55.02 ± 14.33
585.06 ± 41.93
654.97 ± 49.96

89.79
244.19
92.92
35.11
48.59
452.14
527.91
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Table 3.4 Continued
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
Vermont
Vermont
Vermont
Vermont
Vermont
Vermont
Vermont
Vermont

Sagadahoc
Waldo
Washington
York
Barnstable
Berkshire
Bristol
Dukes
Essex
Franklin
Middlesex
Nantucket
Norfolk
Plymouth
Suffolk
Worcester
Belknap
Cheshire
Hillsborough
Merrimack
Rockingham
Strafford
Sullivan
Caledonia
Essex
Lamoille
Orange
Rutland
Washington
Windham
Windsor

6.70 ± 1.51
15.97 ± 2.32
42.80 ± 3.86
25.92 ± 3.32
4.49 ± 1.54
34.42 ± 4.43
11.92 ± 2.98
0.89 ± 0.54
13.98 ± 2.10
23.98 ± 3.75
20.76 ± 4.31
0.34 ± 1.19
9.66 ± 3.07
13.73 ± 3.66
NO PLOTS
44.63 ± 5.77
10.47 ± 2.42
26.48 ± 3.24
25.83 ± 4.00
32.48 ± 4.44
19.07 ± 3.92
9.39 ± 2.43
16.11 ± 2.58
15.18 ± 3.12
10.58 ± 1.59
13.73 ± 2.14
18.18 ± 3.16
30.77 ± 3.00
18.11 ± 2.92
28.02 ± 3.38
30.81 ± 4.33

5.18
11.29
43.11
22.34
4.43
32.59
11.89
0.85
11.15
27.30
17.68
0.06
7.91
14.43
0.33
41.17
11.06
25.58
23.54
24.62
17.89
9.76
17.01
14.79
13.95
12.37
19.18
25.65
19.55
27.60
30.86

39.53 ± 12.68
38.70 ± 5.44
50.94 ± 3.74
30.78 ± 5.26
36.53 ± 13.00
18.73 ± 5.05
15.52 ± 5.34
20.49 ± 20.15
23.61 ± 5.15
31.35 ± 5.86
23.50 ± 8.09
0.00
14.92 ± 8.76
33.96 ± 8.64
NO PLOTS
22.91 ± 4.75
29.18 ± 8.56
29.09 ± 5.57
28.78 ± 5.45
31.80 ± 4.83
32.19 ± 6.27
25.51 ± 8.13
30.85 ± 7.20
35.60 ± 8.20
23.61 ± 5.15
23.19 ± 8.16
32.09 ± 8.22
19.01 ± 4.26
29.39 ± 6.60
26.10 ± 6.23
19.23 ± 5.52

33.46
33.92
46.53
27.52
23.96
28.67
23.90
18.87
18.41
29.99
21.57
6.99
21.77
27.24
10.73
24.02
25.45
31.83
27.27
27.67
22.27
27.51
33.55
33.14
39.51
35.57
30.81
26.68
33.57
33.09
29.96

39.98 ± 9.97
124.14 ± 18.50
422.44 ± 32.49
139.91 ± 16.95
36.25 ± 12.78
114.48 ± 15.41
52.97 ± 15.64
6.29 ± 3.02
57.68 ± 12.13
86.87 ± 14.18
60.96 ± 15.27
2.49 ± 8.75
36.71 ± 11.71
58.78 ± 14.02
NO PLOTS
144.91 ± 18.86
50.78 ± 11.55
105.08 ± 14.76
102.79 ± 15.68
134.76 ± 17.09
72.74 ± 14.78
38.43 ± 10.20
74.51 ± 12.52
85.38 ± 16.62
76.14 ± 9.19
60.14 ± 9.54
78.32 ± 14.20
116.47 ± 11.76
85.94 ± 13.20
102.42 ± 12.16
112.53 ± 16.81

29.71
71.14
404.26
105.06
41.28
126.32
56.44
8.73
39.25
93.13
65.82
0.75
33.72
67.32
2.07
154.38
45.40
98.29
92.32
99.81
72.68
42.43
72.30
75.95
92.98
62.42
79.24
110.83
90.94
103.68
116.98

3.4 Discussion
Our results indicate that 3D convolutional neural networks can be used to effectively
estimate forest attributes from disparate LiDAR and satellite data. These models outperformed
random forest models, which are the traditional approach for generating forest inventories from
LiDAR. They could also be effectively scaled to make regional high resolution maps/estimates
that we demonstrate were often statistically equivalent to traditional ground-based forest
inventories.
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3.4.1 Model Comparison
Our first objective was to compare LiDAR derived inventory estimates made using CNNs
to estimates made using height metrics and random forest. We assessed this in our first phase of
validation, in which several models were developed from training data and assessed using withheld
plots. Random forest models trained using traditional height metrics and satellite data nearly
always had considerably greater error than the two CNNs (with and without satellite data) we
trained. This finding corroborates that of Ayrey and Hayes (2018), in which 3-D CNNs of varying
architectures often outperformed generalized linear models and random forest. These results
indicate that deep learning (CNNs) can be a more effective way of modeling forest attributes from
LiDAR data then that of the traditional approach using LiDAR height metrics.
In the estimation of species (percent conifer and percent spruce-fir), random forest
outperformed CNNs. These species estimates likely relied more heavily on satellite spectral data
than on LiDAR structural data; we thus speculate that random forest made better use of the satellite
covariates than did our CNN. The CNN was initially trained to scan LiDAR voxels, and the
satellite covariates were added afterwards, and in such a ways as to concatenate satellite data onto
voxel space. This process may have been less than ideal. Zhou and Hauser (2017) outlined several
methods for including side-channel data into a CNN. When applied to our data, their methods
produced mixed results, and we ultimately settled on our concatenation method.
The CNNs also did not outperform the random forest models in terms of bias. Half of the
random forest models had a lower absolute bias than did the CNNs, indicating that both model
types performed similarly. We did not observe any notable trends in bias by forest attribute.
Overall, we believe that the differences in absolute bias between models was often low enough to
be attributed to the random variations of the testing data.
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The comparison in our first phase of validation between the CNNs with and without
satellite metrics highlighted that the CNN did benefit from spectral and disturbance information.
Error decreased when estimating every forest attribute, and bias generally decreased as well. This
improvement was modest, suggesting that even without the satellite metrics, a CNN could be
trained to outperform traditional random forest models using height and satellite metrics. We
chose not to explore which satellite metrics were most useful, as deep learning models of this size
run no risk of overfitting with extraneous predictors. However, such an analysis would be possible
through a process similar to random forest’s derived importance, and might be useful in identifying
necessary remote sensing datasets.
We note several advantages to working with a single deep learning model aside from better
performance. Our Inception-V3 CNN took a considerable amount of data and time to train;
however, once trained the model could quickly be applied to large regional LiDAR datasets. A
single model predicting all 14 forest attributes presented less of a data-management challenge than
14 separate models. We also suspect that our CNN would be less likely to produce conflicting
estimates than would 14 separate unconstrained models (e.g. more merchantable volume than total
volume). Finally, the field of deep learning is now making use of pre-trained model weights to
solve novel problems (Pan and Yang 2010, Shin et al. 2016,). The rapid retraining of our CNNs
indicates that this model can easily be fine-tuned with local data, re-tuned with non-local data, or
applied to different problems to save modelers the effort of training a large CNN to interpret voxel
space with randomized weights. The weights from our CNN could be used to initialize CNNs with
other LiDAR-related objectives, such as individual tree crown segmentation or LiDAR
classification.
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3.4.2 Assessing Performance
With the CNN model form decided upon, we mapped all 14 forest attributes across the
study area (Figures 3.5 – 3.7). We assessed map performance with our second phase of
validation, which made use of independent FIA plots. We assessed accuracy at a subplot-, plot-,
and county-level. Our subplot-level error estimates were consistently quite high. The FIA plot
locations in this region are subject to considerable error, and the FIA notes that plot location
error can be as high as 100 m (although in practice most plots are located within 12 m of their
measured location, Hoppus and Lister 2007). Examining pixel-level accuracy using these
subplots was problematic given the high degree of intra-canopy variation present in 10 m pixels.
Our observation that the center subplot (on which the GPS location was taken) resulted in lower
map error is a further indication that the locational accuracy of the surrounding subplots is
suspect.
Our assessment of plot-level error (the aggregate of the subplots) produced more favorable
error results. We achieved nRMSE values of between 40 to 50 % for those attributes quantifying
tree size, which we consider to be a success given the small size of the grid cells used. Estimates
of tree count, percent conifer, and deciduous volume we consider to have been made with moderate
success with nRMSE values of 56 to 61 %. Estimates of Pinus strobus and spruce/fir species
breakdowns we consider to be a failure, with nRMSEs exceeding 100 %. Nevertheless, these maps
may be of use to practitioners when aggregated to a more coarse resolution and binned into
categories.
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Figure 3.5. A 10 m resolution forest inventory map of aboveground biomass in New England.
Included is a 12 km inset of a representative portion of the region.
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Figure 3.6. A 10 m resolution forest inventory map of percent conifer in New England. Included
is a 12 km inset of a representative portion of the region.
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Figure 3.7. A 10 m resolution forest inventory map of tree count in New England. Included is a
12 km inset of a representative portion of the region.
We assessed model performance at the county-level and in space using aboveground
biomass, percent conifer, and tree count. Our map of biomass bias across Northern New England
appeared to be relatively uniform, indicating that the model represented biomass across the
landscape well. Notably, the model did not experience any saturation of high biomass areas as is
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often the case with regional remote sensing studies (Zhao et al. 2016). Our biomass estimates fell
within the 97.5 % confidence of FIA biomass estimates in all but four counties (with all but seven
counties falling within 95 % confidence). Those four counties appeared to have little in common
in terms of forest characteristics, proximity, or human population density. In urban and urbanized
counties, FIA estimates of biomass could underestimate or overestimate those from the CNN,
depending on sampling design. Retaining supposedly empty FIA plots placed in suburban areas
where trees were present in aerial imagery resulted in the FIA underestimating biomass relative to
the CNN. This suggests that our maps are better able to quantify urban and suburban biomass. By
our estimate, this adds up to an additional 13 % biomass in urbanized counties. However, we note
that none of our training data made use of urban plots, and few of our training plots had trees
grown in the open. This improvement may be the case of some estimate being better than none at
all.
The map of percent conifer bias and the county-level comparison showed a systematic
underestimate of percent conifer in Eastern Maine, and an overestimate in Vermont. These areas
are inhabited by very high and low proportions of conifers respectively. The predicted versus
observed plot confirms that the CNN underfit the extremes in percent conifer. The map of tree
count bias and the count-level comparison was similar to the percent conifer in that there was a
consistent underestimate of tree numbers in Northern Maine, where stem densities are naturally
higher due to the species assemblages and greater industrial disturbance resulting in younger
forests. The predicted versus observed plot highlights a model saturation in very high density
forests. Unlike percent conifer, no consistent underestimate of tree count was observed in lower
density areas. Intuitively, one might expect this result given that the structure of very dense forest
stands resemble one another despite different stem densities (e.g. a point cloud representing a stand
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with 2000 trees per ha looks very similar to one representing 2500 trees per ha). Satellite indices
are also sometimes prone to the same type of saturation at very high stem densities (Mohammadi
et al. 2010).
The CNN model can be summarized as being an effective predictor of attributes closely
related to tree size, being moderately effective at predicting attributes related to tree density and
percent conifer, and being a poor predictor of attributes related to species groupings. Previous
studies modeling forest attribute using LiDAR have likewise had more difficulty in estimating
stem density and species (Treitz et al. 2012, Hayashi et al. 2014, Shang et al. 2017, Hudak et al.
2008). We present the following possible explanations for the model’s underperformance here.
(1) Although we incorporated satellite spectral indices useful for species estimation, the model
architecture may have not made full use of them. (2) Stem density was often underestimated in
high density stands, but qualitatively the maps seemed to suffer from banding in areas with low
pulse density LiDAR (<3 pls/m2). The model may have made use of horizontal structural features
in the canopy that could not be resolved in low density LIDAR. Ayrey and Hayes (2018)
determined that 3-D CNNs do make use of horizontal canopy structure, such as the edges of tree
crowns. (3) Finally, in re-examining our loss function, we find that 7/14 of our forest attributes
were in some way related to tree size, while only one attribute estimated stem density. Thus, our
unweighted loss function may have inadvertently favored attributes estimating tree size, resulting
in a model that identified features in the LiDAR data that were more predictive of size, rather than
density or species.
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3.4.3 Mapping Errors
The regional maps of forest attributes suffered from several types of errors. One source of
these errors were the LiDAR acquisitions themselves, which often did not entirely overlap, or were
collected improperly. Missing areas can often be observed between the gaps of the 49 LiDAR
acquisitions over the region. In central Connecticut and Eastern Maine portions of the LiDAR were
acquired with improper settings, resulting in forest vegetation being severely under-represented.
Banding errors occurred with forest attributes that had moderate/worse performance (tree
count, percent conifer, and species/volume estimates). These bands were more likely to occur in
areas where pulse density fell below 3 pls/m2, and followed scan angle trends. In environments of
low pulse density and high scan angle, these attributes were often underestimated, possibly owing
to less horizontal structure being captured by the LiDAR. Maps estimating tree size, such as
biomass, volume, and basal area, had few banding errors.
3.4.4. Our Results in Context
Several previous studies have mapped aboveground biomass in this region and can be
used to place the CNN model’s performance in context. In one example Kellndorfer et al. (2013)
used Landsat and radar to map biomass across the Continental United States (CONUS), and
achieved RMSE values ranging from 42 to 48 Mg/ha over New England with 30 m pixels. In
2008 Blackard et al. used MODIS to predict biomass across the CONUS at a 250 m resolution
and achieved an average absolute error in New England ranging from 49.7 to 60.4 Mg/ha. In a
more regional study, Cartus et al. (2012) mapped aboveground biomass in the Northeastern
United States using radar, and achieved RMSE estimates from 46 – 47.3 Mg/ha with 150 m
pixels, but noted that increasing pixel size dramatically reduced error. A more recent study
mapped biomass in New England and Atlantic Canada using Landsat time-series data and,
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achieved a RMSE of 44.7 Mg/ha using 30 m pixels (Kilbride 2018). In the context of these
studies, our aboveground biomass error of 36 Mg/ha at a roughly 20 m resolution (FIA plot-level
error), represents a considerable improvement over existing remotely-sensed regional estimates.
Localized studies in experimental forests throughout the region can also be used for
comparison. Hayashi et al. (2016) mapped stem volume using LiDAR and achieved RMSEs of 46
m3/ha and 82 m3/ha in two experimental forests in Maine and New Brunswick (The CNN achieved
an error of 62.5 m3/ha). In a similar study, Hayashi et al. obtained RMSEs of 4993 trees/ha, 3.68
cm for QMD, and 13 m2/ha for stem density, using 20 m cells at an experimental forest in Maine
which makes up a small subset of the data used in this study (Hayashi et al. 2014). Our regional
models achieved errors of 293 trees/ha, 4.5 cm QMD, and 7.9 m2/ha basal area, thereby
outperforming the local models in estimating tree count and basal area. Another study at an
experimental forest in Massachusetts used large footprint LiDAR and radar to estimate biomass,
achieving a RMSE of 66.6 Mg/ha with 25 m cells (Ahmed et al. 2010). Taken collectively, these
results suggest that our regional model performs on par or better than local modeling efforts to
predict the same forest attributes.
3.5. Conclusions
In this study we mapped the forests of New England at a 10 m resolution, making estimates
of 14 forest inventory attributes. We did so through the use of disparate LiDAR datasets as well
as satellite spectral, phenological, and disturbance data. Our method of modeling these attributes
was somewhat novel, and made use of three dimensional convolutional neural networks which are
a form of deep learning. The CNN deep learning model outperformed traditional modeling
approaches in most situations, and proved useful for large-scale mapping, making use of disparate
data, and increasing data management and computational efficiency.
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We validated the CNN-derived forest inventory maps using a region-wide external dataset
derived from the USFS’s FIA program. We concluded that the most successful estimates were of
attributes that quantified tree size, moderately successful estimates were those that quantified tree
density or percent coniferous, and less successful estimates were those that quantified more
specific species groupings. In particular, we found our biomass estimates agree favorably with
those of the FIA across the region.
We believe that both the deep learning models and the maps generated by this study will
prove useful in further studies. In particular, the weights from the CNN model trained here could
be used to initiate training of models making estimates over different forested regions, or to other
LiDAR-related remote sensing problems. Likewise, the maps developed here can assist with
wildlife habitat mapping, precision forestry, and carbon stock estimation in the region, as well as
forming a large-scale baseline for future land-use change assessments and disturbance studies.
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APPENDIX A
LISTS OF THE METRICS USED IN CHAPTER 1, ALONGSIDE A DESCRIPTION
AND THEIR IMPORTANCE IN THE MODEL.
Table A.1. A list of canopy height model metrics. This includes a brief description, and their
percent importance in each model (if included in that model).
Biomass
Tree Count Needleleaf
Canopy Height Model Metrics

Metric Name

Description

Percent

Percent

Percent

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

CHM Height Statistics
CHM Mean

Canopy height model mean height

12.9

CHM Median

Canopy height model median height

10.1

CHM SD

Canopy height model height standard
deviation

CHM Range

Canopy height model height range

CHM Skewness

Canopy height model height skewness

CHM Kurtosis

Canopy height model height kurtosis

20th CHM Percentile

Canopy height model 20th percentile height

3.9

40th CHM Percentile

Canopy height model 40th percentile height

5.5

60th CHM Percentile

Canopy height model 60th percentile height

12.4

80th CHM Percentile

Canopy height model 80th percentile height

95th CHM Percentile

Canopy height model 95th percentile height

3.6

0.7

Subtotal Percent Importance

49.8

11.1

1.6
1.4

2.6
3.2

3.0

0.6

0.6

CHM Cover Statistics
Percent canopy height model pixels above
20th percentile

2.7

Percent Above P20

Percent canopy height model pixels above
40th percentile

11.6

Percent Above P40
Percent Above P60

Percent canopy height model pixels above
60th percentile

Percent Above P80

Percent canopy height model pixels above
80th percentile
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1.2

3.4
2.4

1.0

Table A.1. Continued
Percent Above P95

Percent canopy height model pixels above
95th percentile

Percent Above 5 m

Percent canopy height model above 5 m

1.8

2.8

Percent Above 10 m

Percent canopy height model above 10 m

1.1

3.5

Percent Above 15 m

Percent canopy height model above 15 m

4.8

Percent Above 20 m

Percent canopy height model above 20 m

4.6

1.7

Percent Above 25 m

Percent canopy height model above 25 m

Percent Above 35 m

Percent canopy height model above 35 m

Watershed canopy
cover

Percent of plot covered by delineated tree
crowns
13.5

28.9

1.0

63.3

40

1.6

Subtotal Percent Importance
Total Percent Importance
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0.8

Table A.2. A list of individual tree metrics. This includes a brief description, and their
percent importance in each model (if included in that model).
Individual Tree Metrics

Metric Name

Description

Biomass
Percent

Tree Count
Percent

Needleleaf
Percent

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Local Maxima Height Statistics
LM height mean B

Local maxima height mean with encroaching
trees

LM height SD B

Local maxima height standard deviation with
encroaching trees

LM height median B

Local maxima height median with
encroaching trees

LM height max B

Local maxima height maximum with
encroaching trees

LM height min B

Local maxima height minimum with
encroaching trees

25th LM height
percentile B

Local maxima height 25th percentile with
encroaching trees

0.7

75th LM height
percentile B

Local maxima height 75th percentile with
encroaching trees

0.6

90th LM height
percentile B

Local maxima height 90th percentile with
encroaching trees

LM height mean

Local maxima height mean

LM height SD

Local maxima height standard deviation

LM height max

Local maxima height maximum

25th LM height
percentile

Local maxima height 25th percentile

75th LM height
percentile

Local maxima height 75th percentile

All LM height mean

Local maxima height mean w. all

All LM height SD

Local maxima height standard deviation w.
all
Subtotal Percent Importance
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1.5

1.9
0.8

2.4

0.5

1.9
1.9

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.6

1.6
8.4

6.2

1.9

Table A.2. Continued
Local Maxima Counts
LM above 10 m

Local maxima above 10 m in plot

0.6

LM above 20 m

Local maxima above 20 m in plot

0.6

LM above 30 m

Local maxima above 30 m in plot

LM count

Local maxima count

LM above 10 m B

Local maxima above 10 m with encroaching
trees

LM above 20 m B

Local maxima above 20 m with encroaching
trees

LM above 30 m B

Local maxima above 30 m with encroaching
trees

LM count B

Local maxima count with encroaching trees

All LM above 10 m

Local maxima above 10 m in buffer

All LM above 20 m

Local maxima above 20 m in buffer

All LM above 30 m

Local maxima above 30 m in buffer

All LM count

Local maxima count in buffer

Watersheds in plot

Number of watersheds entirely within plot
count

Watersheds
encroaching

Number of watersheds encroaching on plot

Area of encroachment

Area of encroachment

Encroaching area
mean

Encroaching area mean

Encroaching canopy
ratio

Ratio of encroaching crowns to crowns
entirely inside plot

Encroaching LM ratio

Ratio of local maxima in plot to local
maxima of trees in and encroaching

0.8

Percent trees in plot

Percent of local maxima in plot

2.6

Subtotal Percent Importance

12.45

1.1

1.3

1.2

17.0

1.3

Crown Measurements
Crown area mean B

Crown area mean with encroaching trees

Crown area SD B

Crown area standard deviation with
encroaching trees
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2.1
0.6

0.8

Table A.2. Continued
Crown area max B

Crown area max with encroaching trees

Crown area mean

Crown area mean in plot

Crown area max

Crown area max in plot

2.0

Crown volume mean
B

Crown volume mean with encroaching trees

0.9

Crown volume SD B

Crown volume standard deviation with
encroaching trees

Crown volume in

Crown volume in plot

1.8

Crown volume in B

Crown volume in plot with encroaching trees

0.5

Crown height mean

Mean height of cells delineated by
watersheds

1.3
0.5

Subtotal Percent Importance

1.3

3.5

Biomass in plot

ITC estimate of biomass

3.4

0.8

Biomass with
encroaching

ITC estimate of biomass in plot with
encroaching trees

5.6

3.7

Basal area in plot

ITC estimate of basal area in plot

4.7

1.5

Basal area with
encroaching

ITC estimate of basal area in plot with
encroaching trees

3.2

3.7

Percent conifer

ITC estimate of percent of needleleaf trees

5.7

Allometric
Measurements

Subtotal Percent Importance

0.9
16.9

9.7

Crown Shape
Descriptors
Profile residuals mean

Height normalized crown profile residuals
off an average tree, summarized to plot level
mean

1.8

Profile residuals SD

Height normalized crown profile residuals
off an average tree, summarized to plot level
standard deviation

0.8

Positive residuals
mean

Percent of positive height normalized crown
profile residuals off an average tree,
summarized to plot level mean

1.4

Positive residuals SD

Percent of positive height normalized crown
profile residuals off an average tree,
summarized to plot level standard deviation

5.6
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0.9

Table A.2. Continued
Positive top residuals
mean

Percent of positive height normalized crown
profile residuals off an average tree, above
2/3rds tree height, summarized to plot level
mean

Pointyness raw mean

Mean difference between local maxima
heights and surrounding pixels

Pointyness raw SD

Standard deviation of difference between
local maxima heights and surrounding pixels

Pointyness percent
mean

Mean percent difference between local
maxima height and surrounding pixels

Pointyness percent SD

Standard deviation percent difference
between local maxima height and
surrounding pixels
Subtotal Percent Importance

Total Percent Importance
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0.6

1.8

1.5

0

10.2

3.3

27.8

46.6

11.4

Appendix Table A3. A list of canopy complexity metrics. This includes a brief description,
and their percent importance in each model (if included in that model).
Canopy Complexity Metrics

Metric Name

Description

Biomass
Percent

Tree Count
Percent

Needleleaf
Percent

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Complexity Indices
Simpson diversity

Simpson diversity index calculated from
local maxima heights

GINI coefficient

GINI coefficient calculated from local
maxima heights

TD differentiation

TD differentiation index calculated from
local maxima heights

Clark - Evans

Clark – Evans index calculated from local
maxima heights and distances
Subtotal Percent Importance

2.2

0.9

0

3.1

0

Distance Metrics
NN distance mean

Mean distance of each tree’s nearest
neighbor

NN distance SD

Standard deviation of the distance to each
tree’s nearest neighbor

NN distance skewness

Skewness of the distance to each tree’s
nearest neighbor

NN distance kurtosis

Kurtosis of the distance to each tree’s nearest
neighbor

NN distance mean B

Mean distance of each tree’s nearest
neighbor with encroaching trees

NN distance SD B

Standard deviation of the distance to each
tree’s nearest neighbor with encroaching
trees

NN distance skewness
B

Skewness of the distance to each tree’s
nearest neighbor with encroaching trees

NN distance kurtosis B

Kurtosis of the distance to each tree’s nearest
neighbor with encroaching trees

Growing space mean

Mean Voronoi growing space

Growing space SD

Standard deviation of Voronoi growing space
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0.9

0.8

2.2
2.7

1.2

0.7

Table A.3. Continued
Growing space mean
B

Mean Voronoi growing space with
encroaching trees

Growing space SD B

Standard deviation of Voronoi growing space
w. encroaching trees

Growing space max B

Maximum Voronoi growing space with
encroaching trees

Complete spatial
randomness

Point distribution classification as
determined by Monte Carlo simulations of
Ripley’s K function
Subtotal Percent Importance

3.0
2.3

2.7

8.1

3.0

Rugosity Metrics
Sobel’s rugosity mean

Mean rugosity value after a Sobel operator
transformation of the CHM

Sobel’s rugosity SD

Standard deviation of rugosity values after a
Sobel operator transformation of the CHM

Sobel’s rugosity count

Number of cells considered to be edges after
a Sobel operator transformation of the CHM

Laplacian rugosity
mean

Mean rugosity value after a Laplacian
operator transformation of the CHM

Laplacian rugosity SD

Standard deviation of rugosity values after a
Laplacian operator transformation of the
CHM

Point to Sobel edge
mean

Mean distance of local maxima to an edge
delineated by Sobel’s operator

Point to Sobel edge
max

Maximum distance of local maxima to an
edge delineated by Sobel’s operator

Watershed edge
percent

Percent of cells in canopy height model
classified as a watershed edge

Point to WS edge
mean

Mean distance of local maxima to an edge
delineated by watershed

Point to WS edge SD

Standard deviation of distances of local
maxima to an edge delineated by watershed

Point to WS edge max

Maximum distance of LM to an edge
delineated by watershed

Off center mean

Distances of local maxima from watershed
centroid mean
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5.6

3.7

2.2

1.0
0.7

2.3

Table A.3. Continued
Off center SD

Distances of local maxima from watershed
centroid standard deviation

Rumple

Ratio of surface area to ground cover area of
TIN
Subtotal Percent Importance

Total Percent Importance
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1.6
1.0

58.4

6.3

11.1

59.1

9.0

22.3

62.1

Table A.4. A list of crowding metrics. This includes a brief description, and their percent
importance in each model (if included in that model).
Crowding Metrics

Metric Name

Description

Obscuration mean

Mean percent of radial neighbor crown
obscuration

Obscuration SD

Standard deviation of radial neighbor crown
obscuration

Shadowed area mean

Mean area shadowed by neighboring crown
triangles

Shadowed area SD

Standard deviation of area shadowed by
neighboring crown triangles

Shadowed area
kurtosis

Kurtosis of area shadowed by neighboring
crown triangles

Neighbor vector
distance mean

Mean distance of 3D vectors to neighboring
LM

Neighbor vector
distance SD

Standard deviation of distance of 3D vectors
to neighboring LM

Sky view shed mean

Mean sky view shed area

Sky view shed SD

Standard deviation of sky view shed area

Biomass
Percent

Tree Count
Percent

Needleleaf
Percent

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

1.9

5.2

0.6

0.8

1.5

Subtotal Percent Importance
Total Percent Importance
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0.7
2.1

3.4

5.2

2.1

3.4

5.2

Table A.5. A list of abiotic metrics. This includes a brief description, and their percent
importance in each model (if included in that model).
Abiotic Metrics

Metric Name

Description

Biomass
Percent

Tree Count
Percent

Needleleaf
Percent

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

3.1

1.7

Site Metrics
Productivity

Site productivity as defined by Hennigar et
al. 2016

Aspect

Radial mean aspect of plot digital elevation
model

Slope

Mean slope of plot digital elevation model
Terrain roughness index of plot digital
elevation model

Terrain roughness
index

Subtotal Percent Importance

3.1
2.1

6.2

1.7

Acquisition Metrics
Plot pls/m2

Mean pulses per meter squared in plot

Scan angle mean

Mean scan angle

Scan angle SD

Standard deviation of scan angle
Subtotal Percent Importance

Total Percent Importance
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16

0.0

0.0

16

2.1

6.2

17.7

Table A.6. Traditional metrics derived from the US Forest Service’s FUSION software suite
(as defined in McGaughey, 2009). This includes a brief description, and their percent
importance in each model (if included in that model).
Biomass
Percent

Tree Count
Percent

Needleleaf
Percent

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

Total
Importance

4.1

12.9

Elevation variance

3.7

1.9

Elevation CV

Elevation coefficient of variation

4.3

3.4

Elevation IQ

Elevation interquartile range

FUSION Metrics (TM)

Metric Name

Description

Site Metrics
Total Return Count

Total number of returns

4.5

Return 1 Count

Total number of returns

1.7

Elevation Max

Elevation maximum

Elevation Mean

Elevation mean

5.2

Elevation Mode

Elevation mode

2.6

Elevation Stddev

Elevation standard deviation

0.9

Elevation Variance

Elevation Skewness

Elevation skewness

Elevation Kurtosis

Elevation kurtosis

Elevation AAD

Elevation average absolute deviation

Elevation MAD Median

Elevation median absolute deviation

Elevation MAD Mode

Elevation L1-moment

Elevation L2

Elevation L2-moment

Elevation L3

Elevation L3-moment

Elevation L4

Elevation L4-moment
Elevation L-moment coefficient of
variation

Elevation L Skewness

Elevation L-moment skewness

Elevation L Kurtosis

Elevation L-moment kurtosis

Elevation p01

4.9
1.4

Elevation mode absolute deviation

Elevation L1

Elevation L CV

2.4

Elevation percentile (1)
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0.5

3.9
1.6

0.9

6.2

0.7
3.2

2.6

0.7

Table A.6. Continued
Elevation p05

Elevation percentile (5)

Elevation p10

Elevation percentile (10)

0.7

Elevation p20

Elevation percentile (20)

1.0

Elevation p25

Elevation percentile (25)

1.4

Elevation p30

Elevation percentile (30)

Elevation p40

Elevation percentile (35)

Elevation p50

Elevation percentile (50)/ Median

Elevation p60

Elevation percentile (60)

2.6

Elevation p70

Elevation percentile (70)

6.1

Elevation p75

Elevation percentile (75)

4.6

Elevation p80

Elevation percentile (80)

7.3

1.0

Elevation p90

Elevation percentile (90)

1.0

1.8

Elevation p95

Elevation percentile (95)

2.2

Elevation p99

Elevation percentile (99)

0.5

Elevation (mean-min)/(max-min)

4.3

1.3

Canopy Relief Ratio

2.5

1.1

3.0

1.8
4.2

3.2

1.1

Elevation SQRT Mean
SQ

Square root of mean squared deviation

25.9

Elevation CURT Mean
CUBE

Cubic root of the mean cubic elevation

15.8

Percent First Rtn Abv 2

Percentage of first returns above 2

1.0

1.9

Percent All Rtn Abv 2

Percentage of all returns above 2

5.0

10.8

Number First Rtn Abv 2

Number of first returns above 2

2.7

Number of returns above 2

5.2

Percent First Rtn Abv
Mean

Percentage of first returns above mean

2.2

Percent First Rtn Abv
Mode

Percentage of first returns above mode

0.6

Percent All Rtn Abv
Mean

Percentage of all returns above mean

20.0

Percent All Rtn Abv
Mode

Percentage of all returns above mode

Number Rtn Abv 2
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51.0

Table A.6. Continued
All Rtn Abv Mean/ First
Rtn

Number of all returns above mean divided
number of first returns

0.7

All Rtn Abv Mode/ First
Rtn

Number of all returns above mode divided
number of first returns

0.6

2.7
0.5

Number First Rtn Abv
Mean

Number of first returns above mean

1.8

Number First Rtn Abv
Mode

Number of first returns above mode

1.1

Number Rtn Abv Mean

Number of returns above mean

Number Rtn Abv Mode

Number of returns above mode

128

2.1

1.2
1.4

1.1

APPENDIX B
DETAILS SURROUNDING FIELD INVENTORIES USED FOR MODEL TRAINING IN
CHAPTER 3.
Table B.1. A list of field inventories used for model training and the first phase of validation.
Also included, the area those inventories represented, the number of LiDAR field plots, and the
number of LiDAR acquisitions. When inventories covered multiple sites, those sites are listed.
Mean
Pulse
Densities
(pls/m2)

Temporal
Field/LiDAR
Discrepancy
(years)

Area
(km2)

Number
of Plots

LiDAR
Acquisitions

671

128

2

Leaf off,
Leaf on

1.5, 12

0 to +2,
-2 to +2

-69.000,
46.176

87

882

1

Leaf off

5

-3

Bartlett
Experimental
Forest
Echidna

-71.286,
44.064

0.1

46

1

Leaf on

4

-7

Cooperative
Forestry
Research Unit

-69.705,
45.193
-69.798,
45.369
-69.609,
45.996
-68.675,
45.719
-67.842,
45.646
-69.367,
45.489
-69.456,
45.726
-68.286,
45.798
-68.608,
44.844
-69.634,
45.680
-71.018,
45.193
-70.911,
44.817
-70.778,
44.841
-70.161,
46.259
-68.480,
45.096
-68.522,
46.217
-69.308,
45.947

30000

935

3

Leaf off,
Leaf off,
Leaf on

1.5, 6, 12

+2, +1, 0

Inventory

Sites

Acadia
National Park

Mount Desert
Isle au Haut
Schoodic Point

Baxter State
Park

Scientific Forest
Management
Area

Austin Pond
Alder Stream
Dow Road
Golden Road
Harlow Road
Katahdin
Ironworks
Lazy Tom
Lake Macwahoc
Penobscot
Experimental
Forest
Ronco Cove
Rump Road
Sarah Road
Schoolbus Road
St. Aurelie
Summit
Week's Brook
Weymouth Point

Location(s)
-68.294,
44.339
-68.627,
44.032
-68.065,
44.351
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Seasonality

Table B.1. Continued
Carbon
Monitoring
System

-69.764,
45.589

4645

414

3

Leaf on,
Leaf off,
Leaf on

8, 5, 15

-2, -4, -5

-68.678,
44.933
-68.608,
44.844

55

912

3

Leaf off,
Leaf on,
Leaf off

1.5, 12, 6

-8 to +2
-9 to +2
-10 to +2

-71.911,
43.138

9

581

1

Leaf off

6

-5

-72.176,
42.538

0.4

6646

2

Leaf on,
Leaf off

5, 12

+1, +2

-72.182,
42.531

0.1

90

2

Leaf off,
Leaf on

5, 12

-6, -7

-69.772,
43.871

0.1

1001

3

Leaf off,
Leaf on,
Leaf on

2, 12, 15

-3, -5, -8

Howland
Experimental
Forest

-68.742,
45.206

2

556

2

Leaf on,
Leaf off

12, 5

+2, -1

Howland
Echidna

-68.742,
45.206

0.1

80

2

Leaf on,
Leaf off

12, 5

-66.439,
45.977

0.1

25

1

Leaf on

5

0

-68.608,
44.844

4

409

3

1.5, 12, 6

-8 to +2,
-10 to +2,
-10 to +2

500

1

1.5 to 15

0

University of
Maine Forests

Fox Forest
Harvard
Forest
Megaplot
Harvard
Forest
Echidna
Holt
Experimental
Forest

Noonan
Research
Forest
Penobscot
Experimental
Forest
Null Plots

Demeritt Forest
Penobscot
Experimental
Forest

Regional
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Leaf off,
Leaf on,
Leaf off
Leaf off,
Leaf on

5,
-9
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